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Sisterhood, Rainbow Alliance compromise over scheduling conflicts
Katie Louise Long
Staff Writer

This past Friday night featured
three major events running simultaneously on Bryn Mawr's campus:
a Bi-Co Theatre presentation, a
Theater of Witness Project performance and a Sisterhood fashion
show.
It is small wonder that such a
full calendar of events at Bryn
Mawr could have produced this
semester's major scheduling conflict, which arose between Sisterhood and Rainbow Alliance, as
well as the Asian Students' Association (ASA), as they competed
for time slots in Thomas Great Hall
in February. Sisterhood's Talent
Show and the Drag Ball, hosted by
Rainbow Alliance, were scheduled
for the same evening, though at different times. Also, ASA had hoped
to host events celebrating the Lunar New Year that same month.
According to Director of Conferences and Events Lisa Zernicke,
groups are booked on a first-come,
first-serve basi,s, regardless of
whether they consist of staff, fac-

ulty or students. She explained that
her office notifies the students
booking events if there are other
events planned on that evening. but
she does not prevent groups from
booking during conflicting times.
She also explained that her office does not bump groups. It does
request, on occasion, that a group
move to another locale on campus
in order to accommodate -groups
that need a specific type of space.
The Conferences and Events
office said that Rainbow Alliance
booked Thomas Great Hall for the
Drag Ball in August, before the
academic year began. According to
Laura Kim (BMC '02), the coordinator of the Drag Ball, Rainbow
Alliance was presented with limited options even at this early date.
Rainbow Alliance, the annual Drag
Ball sponsor, is the main queer support group at Bryn Mawr.
When Sisterhood, the African
American cultural group at Bryn
Mawr, went into the office in November to book its culture show,
its members were informed that
Rainbow Alliance, as wen as ASA,
had large events planned for week-

ends in February. The situation was
further complicate~ by the fact that
Hell Week, with i~s performance
segment, also falls during that already-short month. Zernicke said
she advised Sisterhood to book the
Talent Show at an earlier time in
the evening if they wanted to keep
it on the same night as the Drag
Ball so that other students could
"do one event and then another, if
that's what they chose to do."
Discussion about the scheduling conflict was becoming more
heated as an email went out to Sisterhood members caJling for an
emergency vote on when the culture show should be held. The
members of Sisterhood who sent
the email wanted a group decision
on whether Sisterhood should keep
the Talent Show on the date
planned - Feb. 26, the same night
as the Drag Ban - or set a different
date.
Members were concerned that
to change the date would mean
having the Talent Show in March.
The show concludes, however, the
celebrations and events during
Black History Month, which is

February. Sophomore Kayan
Clarke, the Black History Month
coordinator for Sisterhood, pointed
out in one email how important it
was to Sisterhood to have its Talent Show in February since it is

"the only time when this campus
has an opportunity to invest time
in seriously looking at the struggles
and achievements of Black Ameri-

see SCHEDULING on page 3

Haverford's first Rape Awareness IN~F ~onstru.ctio.n to c.ause
Week seeks to educate, inform
P.~E~?.~1 c traff1~ 1 .~sruptions
Jessica Bluebond-Langner
Egan Seward
Staff Writers

The Haverford groups SARSE
(Sexual Assault Rape Support and
Empowerment), MASAR (Men
Against Sexual Assault and Rape),
the Women's Center and the Administrative Rape and Sexual Assau Jt Committee sponsored
Haverford's first Rape Awareness
Week over the course of last week.
Four major events were
planned: a talk by Anne
Hasselbrack, author of A Novel of
Rape on Campus; a self-defense
workshop by Rape Awarene ·s Defense; a discussion of rape culture
at Haverford; and a vigil on Lloyd
Green. An exhibit in the Sunken
Lounge of the Dining Center was
also prepared for this week.
The week-long series of events
was the result of a set of goals
formed by the Administrative Rape
and Sexual Assault Committee,
headed by Mary Lou Anen and cochair Katie Walsh '00. The committee is comprised of campus security, psychological services,
deans, the Athletic Department, the
Women's Center and MASAR. The
group set out to organize the
Awareness Week, write the Rape
and Sexual Assault Booklet, and
plan a conference for the Fall 2000.
Said Walsh, who was herself a victim of rape at Haverford and whose
case was taken to an Honor Council trial, the goal for this week was

Inside:

Staff Writer

"to make people think about rape it was an emotional time. I felt at
and realize that it is not just an is- times like [the rape experience]
was all that was in me." She desue for survivors."
The booklet published by the / cided to write this book despite
administrative committee offered thinking that she would "never
some disturbing statistics on the want to write about rape again." As
level of rape at American colleges. it turned out that was not the case,
Some statistics given this week in- and her writing, along with the
cluded the following: "One in four passing of time, has helped to put
women and one in eight men will things in perspective, she said.
As this was Anne Hasselbrack's
be av ictim of an attempted or completed rape at college"; overall, "70 first talk, she began by reading a
percent of rapes are committed by chapter from A Novel of Rape on
acquaintances of the victim, but on Campus. The book shows the evocollege campuses, 90 percent of lution of rape survival, and is a
rapes are committed by acquaintan- combination of truth and fiction.
ces"; and "nine in ten acquaintance The chapter she read focused on
rapes are never reported" (Haver- two characters, both of whom had
ford College Rape and Sexual As- been raped. The first was a professor, who had been raped I 0 years
sault Booklet).
The first event of the week took earlier, and the other was a student,
place last Tuesday in Chase Audi- who had been recently raped. The
torium. Author Anne Hasselbrack, professor, realizing the situation,
herself a survivor of rape. came to attempts to reach out to the student.
After reading the chapter,
speak about her book and her experience with the crime. Anne Hasselbrack gave a chronology of
Hasselbrack was raped the summer rape Jaw. followed by a pro/con
between her freshman and sopho- discussion of who should handle
more year at the University of college rape cases - the colleges or
Maryland. She noted that prior to local officials. She ended her talk
the rape she was a criminology with a poem she composed and the
major, but following it she quote "we must protect one answitched to criminal justice. After other" from a website, Security on
college, Hasselbrack worked for Campus Inc. The lecture was atthe government, but in 1996 she tended by approximately 20 to 30
decided to pursue a career in writ- students, most of whom were
ing. Her self-published book, A women.
A self-defense workshop was
Noi·el of Rape on Campus, was her
then held on Wednesday night, defirst.
Hasselbrack said, "I used to
see RAPE 011 page 4
pick up a pen and paper whenever
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Associate Director of Phy ical
Plant John Diaz, who informed the
community of the closings via
email, could not be reached for
comment on the construction situation.
The closing of Coursey Road
will pose some safety concerns for
the community because the large
quantity of debris and high volume
of construction vehicles potentially
could create an unsafe situation.

Last week the Haverford community learned that due to the
demolition of the former Physical
Plant Building and the construction
of the Integrated Natural Science
Facility, Coursey Road will be
closed intermittently over the next
two and a half years. Fortunately
for students, faculty, staff and visitors, these closings should pose
only a minor inconvenience.
Director
of
Physical
P l a 'n t
N o r m
Ricker indicated
t h a t
Coursey
Road wiJI
be closed
occasionally.
or
when construction
materials Construction 011 the /NSF will potentially cause road closures at
and equip- Hal'e1fordfor the next 2.5 years
ment are
being moved from site to site. The
"When we consider that the
road also win undergo excavation construction activity is such that it
to allow utilities to be placed un- would be dangerous to have people
der the blacktop. However, it will walking all over the area, we will
only be closed for short intervals create walkways up Coursey Road
no more than a few minutes - while that will channel the pedestrian
the work is occurring. Ricker be- traffic along safe routes," said
lieved that there will "normally be
at least one lane of traffic open" at
see INSF on page 4

Dead Prez recharges the
hip-hop movement with
its latest album. Review
and commentary inside.

Bryn Mawr Crew takes to
a grueling regimen to gear
up for the season. Check
out Sports for the full
story.
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The Bigger Picture

Articles by Ben J.C. Allen,

News from around the World
ELIAN
CONFLICT
HEATS UP
The debate surrounding the future of six-year-old Elian Gonzalez
reached new levels of intensity this
week. Elian 's family in Miami is
waiting for the United States Court
of Appeals for the l J'h circuit to
hear Elian's case in May, and immigration officials are trying to get
the family to sign a statement saying that they will release Elian to
officials if they lose that appeal. So
far Elian's family has signed no
such statement. Lazaro Gonzalez,
the boy's great-uncle and temporary guardian, said, "I won't cooperate in anything. The boy lives in
my house, and they'll have to go
find him here" (New York Times,
3/30/00). Immigration officials had
set a deadline of 9 a.m. on Thursday, March 30, for an agreement
to be reached, or else Elian 's parole would be revoked and preparations would be made to return
him to Cuba. The deadline has now
been extended to Tuesday morning,
April 4.
Elian 's father, Juan Miguel
Gonzalez, who wishes his son to
be returned to him in Cuba, asked
Thursday for a visa to come to the
United States. It has not yet been
granted, and he plans to travel to
the United States, accompanied by
several of Elian 's relatives, friends,
and teachers, to stay throughout the
boy's court case.
There have been suggestions
that violence could erupt in Miami
shou ld the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) decide to
remove Elian from his Miami
house by force. Alex Penelas,
mayor of Miami-Dade county, said,
"If their continued provocation, in
the form of unjustified threats to
revoke the boy's parole, leads to
civil unrest and violence, we are
holding the federal government responsible, and, specifically, Janet
Reno and the President of the
United States" (NYT, 3/30/00).
Meanwhile, U.S . politicians
have taken various stances on this
issue. While Bill Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno remain
firm in their belief that Elian should
be reunited with his father, Vice
President Al Gore has taken another position. He endorses a Senate bill to make Elian and his immediate relatives permanent residents in the United States. He also
says that the fate of the boy is a
custody issue rather than an immigration issue. Juan Miguel
Gonzalez rejected the proposal referred by Gore, saying he and his
family do not wish to become U.S.
residents. Texas governor George
W. Bush congratulated Gore on his
stance, saying, "I hope the vice
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president's got enough influence in
Senator Feingold said, "The good
the administration to sway the atthing is, the vice president recogtorney general and to sway the
' nizes banning soft money is a first
president" (AP, 3/31/00).
step. But he is looking beyond that
to the larger problem of access to
running for office" (Washington
Post, 3/27/00).

GORE
ANNOUNCES
PLAN FOR
CAMPAIGN
FINANCE
REFORM

On Monday, March 27, Vice
President Al Gore announced a series of proposals, which he will attempt to implement if elected president, aimed at restructuring the way
political campaigns are financed.
One major part of his plan is the
establishment of a $7. I million
fund to pay for House and Senate
campaigns, starting in 2008. This
fund would be financed through
tax-deductible contributions from
individuals, corporations and
unions. The money would be available to any qualified candidate,
provided he or she does not spend
any money outside of the fund.
Gore also planned to push for
the passage of a bill introduced by
senators John McCain and Russel
D. Feingold banning "soft money"
contributions to political parties.
"Soft money" donations are donations to a political party rather than
a specific candidate, and are currently unregulated. Gore said, "If
you elect me as your president, the
McCain-Feingold bill will be the
first domestic legislation I send to
Congress on my first day in office"
(NYT, 3/27/00). Additionally, Gore
intends to provide free air-time for
candidates in the 30 days before an
election.
Gore's proposal drew criticism
from various groups . George W.
Bush denounced the plan as "a government takeover that replaces individual spending decisions with
decisions made by an unelected
government committee," and
added, "Unless the vice president
stops withholding information
about hi s own fund-raising excesses, the American people will
question his commitment to reforming the fund-raising practices
of others" (Washington Post, 3/27 I
00). Others questioned whether
there would be incentive for political donors to give to a fund which
could be used by either Democrats
or Republicans. A top donor to the
Democratic party said, "People
give to elect one party and defeat
the other party" (NYT, 3/27/00).
Even John McCain called the plan
"not very workable" (NYT, 3/27I
00).
Still, there are many who support the stance that Gore has taken.

··· rom the New York Times, the Washington Rost , and the Associated Press
were also banned from speaking in
favor of using sign language, and
they fasted twice a week. It appears
that cult members rebelled when
they found that the world had not
ended by 2000. The rebels were
subsequently slaughtered.

PUTIN
ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF
RUSSIA

924 DEAD IN
UGANDA CULT
MURDERS
On Friday, March 17, a makeshift church in Kanunga, Uganda
was burned down by what is believed to be a gasoline fueled fire.
Sealed inside the church were more
than 530 members of the Movement for the Restoration of the Ten
Commandments of God, a religious sect which believed that the
world would end on Dec. 31, 1999.
Since the fire, authorities have
searched three other compounds of
the sect and found mass graves containing hundreds of other bodies,
many of them knifed or strangled,
and many of them children. There is
still one other compound which has
not yet been.,searched. The current
estimate for death toll of this cult is
924. This makes the cult one of the
deadliest in history, surpassing the
1978 killings in Jonestown, Guyana,
in which 913 people died.
The apparent leader of the cult
is 48-year-old Credonia Mwerinde,
who claimed to speak directly with
the Virgin Mary. Her whereabouts
are currently unknown. Cult members were encouraged to surrender
their possessions and prepare for
the end of the world. Members
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Vladimir Putin won the Russian presidential election on Sunday, March 26, receiving 52.52
percent of the vote. His closest rival was Communist Party leader
Gennady Zyuganov, who won
29.44 percent. Putin had been
named acting president on Dec. 31
upon the resignation of Boris
Yeltsin. He will be inaugurated to
a four-year term in early May.
Since his election, Putin has
asserted that there would be "no
quick solutions" (AP 3/27 /00) to
Russia's problems. He has, however, made several policy statements, including an order that back
wages be paid to state workers by
April I. Many workers had gone
unpaid for months under Yeltsin.
Another important move was his
call on Friday for a quick ratification of the START II treaty. This
treaty would reduce the number of
nuclear warheads in both the
United States and Russia, and has
been stalled in the Russian parliament since 1996. He has also instructed his advisors to prepare an
economic plan by the time of his
inauguration.

President Clinton has congratulated Putin on his victory and on
his "genuine commitment to economic reform" (AP 3/29/00). Still,
many are wary of Putin, who spent
15 years in the KGB and whose
main effort as acting president has
been the war against Chechnya. He
still has not given indication of
what the major initiatives of his
presidency will be, and has come
across as secretive on many policy
issues.

AMERICAN
BEAUTY WINS
"BEST
PICTURE"
American Beauty won five
Oscars at the 72 "d Academy
Awards on Sunday, March 26,
including Best Picture, Best Directing (Sam Mendes), Best Actor (Kevin Spacey), and Best
Cinematography. In winning
Best Picture, American Beauty
beat out nominees The Cider
House Rules, The Green Mile,
The Insider and The Sixth Sense.
Another big winner was The Matrix , which won the categories of
Film Editing, Visual Effects,
Sound Effects Editing and
Sound. Best Actress was won by
Hilary Swank for her role in Boys
Don't Cry. Supporting Actor and
Supporting Actress were won by
Michael Caine and Angelina
Jolie, for their roles in The Cider
House Rules and Girl, Interrupted, respectively. The awards
were hosted by comedian Billy
Crystal.

Alumni Weekend 2000'

May 26 - May 28

JOBS AVAILABLE ...
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Alumni Weekend 2000
May 28 - May 30
(a few jobs start earlier.)

Housing and meals Provided during the weekend!
See Sandra in the Alumni Office, Founders 212, for details and an
application.
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Quaker Awareness Week
at Haverford furthers
discussion of Honor Code

Bryn Mawr contingent wins
college Jeopardy tournament

Liz Hunt

Staff Writer

passing the Code. He commented
Staff Writer
that he would be astounded if he
found that today 's students were
If you were seeking an ex pl a- either more or less honorable than
nation for the questions taped up students in his time.
around campus, you could find
Van Hoi 's main concern rethem through Quaker Awareness garded the concept of honor and
Week which, according to Becky how it relates to students. He esTrueblood (HC '03), was meant tablished early on that the group
to "increase awareness of Quak- attending his talk was not particuerism and to show the different larly honorable since many memaspects that it takes on campus. " bers presumably had broken the
The Quaker Action and Ac- law through speeding or underage
tivities Committee (QuAAC) drinking. But according to Van
planned events including talks on Hoi, "even though we aren't honthe Honor Code, war tax resis- · orable, [honor is] still important
tance, living as an African Ameri- as a goal. "
can Quaker in society, and ethics
As an effective anecdote, Van
in the natural sciences. The events Hoi told the story of Father Diended Monday, when Petra Doan vine, a man who is said to have
spoke about her experiences as a fed more people during the Great
transgendered Quaker.
Depression than the U.S. GovemIn general , the events were ment. Followers of Father Divine,
positively received. Trueblood the latter of whom opened a
wished more people had been church, kitchen, thrift store, barable to atber shop
tend some of ================ and cleaners
the events
VAN HOI BEGAN BY
in
West
but said that
· Philadelthe people
QUESTIONING WHETHER
phia, bewho
did
STUDENTS PERCEIVED
lieved him
come out
to be God
were enthuTHEMSELVES AS
incarnated.
siastic.
"SLACKERS" COMPARED According
The war
to Van Hoi,
tax resis- TO PREVIOUS CLASSES FOR people cartance talk
NOT PASSING THE CODE. r y i n g
was
prem o n e y
sented by
came to FaPriscilla Adams and her lawyer, ther Divine's kitchen and paid
who is a Haverford graduate. for their breakfast, but people
They challenged the war tax in who had no money simply
court on the grounds that it vio- voiced the word " peace" and
(ates the First Amendment - the received breakfast free of
righttofreedomofreligion-since charge. It was expected that
war violates Quaker belief. The those who had money would
Supreme Court refused to hear the pay. In Van Hoi 's story, Father
case, but it still received a great Divine said that "people may be
deal of coverage. According to dishonorable. If so, there will be
Thomas Goodhue HC '03, the no more thrift store or breaktalk demonstrated the importance fast." According to Van Hoi,
of pacifism and showed how this unspoken honor code creQuakers tend to be " heavily in- ated a "community of justice"
volved in social action."
which , for the most part, mainOne of the talks particularly tained honesty among its
relevant to Haverford as a whole people.
was a talk by Michael Van Hoi
Van Hoi also voiced his con(HC ' 85) on the Honor Code. In cern that Haverford students are
this light Quaker Awareness Week somewhat isolated at the colseemed to have come at a particu- lege , confident in the fact that
larly opportune time, as many they are receiving a top-notch
people are questioning the Honor education since Haverford is
Code and its relation to Quaker- highly ranked. He feels that the
ism.
Honor Code gives Haverford
Van Hoi began by question- students more reason to think
ing whether students perceived they are special, especially in
themselves as "slackers" com- comparison to those who do not
pared to previous classes for not attend a school with a code.

Lakshmi Gandhi
Three Bryn Mawr students won
the second annual Main Line Intercollegiate Academic Jeopardy
Competition held at Eastern College last week. The three Bryn
Mawr representatives were Liz
King '01, Rebecca Thompson '01
and Tamara Metz '03. The grand
prize for winning the competition
was a trophy and $25 awarded to
each winner.
Bryn Mawr's Director of Auxiliary Services Cam Schauf was
one of the judges.
The other colleges that participated were Eastern College,
Cabrini College, Rosemont College and the Valley Forge Military
Academy. Each school sent three
representatives and each had to
answer the same series of 10 questions in the Rapid Fire round, determining which three of the teams
would participate in the actual contest.
The questions asked in the
Rapid Fire were relatively easy
compared to the questions that
were to come. They dealt with subjects like global history, economics, and world religions. One of the
questions that nearly every team
answered incorrectly, including the
team from Eastern, asked of which
country Frederick the Great was
king (the answer was Prussia).
This was rather ironic, as Eastern
College is located on King of
Prussia Road.
The Bryn Mawr team got of to
an incredibly slow start after a very
, good showin!! in the Raoid Fire

Tamara Metz ' 03, Rebecca Thompson 'OJ and Liz King ' OJ beat out
representatil'es from four other area colleges to win this year 's
Main Line Intercollegiate Jeopardy Competition.

round. At one point they trailed
with a score of negative 1,000. Fellow women's college Rosemont
took the early lead and kept it for
most of the evening.
This all changed in Double
Jeopardy, where one of the categories was Mathematics. Physics
major Thompson swept the category easily, the team quickly
gained momentum and, eventually,
had a very slim lead of I 00 points
when it was time for Final Jeopardy.
The Final Jeopardy category
was "Word Origins," and the clue
had to do with Louisiana cuisine.
The team correctly guessed
"Jumbalaya" and took home the
trophy.
As thev were receiving their

prize money and trophy, King
"wanted to point out that the two
finalists were both from women's
colleges" and that .the two teams
that were immediately eliminated
were comprised of men only.
The three champions were
clearly stunned that they won the
competition after their "complete
lack of preparation," according to
King. "We were a little nervous
after the first round, and after the
intermission we decided to step [it]
up," said Thompson.
Both King and Thompson
looked forward to possibly hosting
the event at Bryn Mawr next year
and thanked Nanette Spedden ,
BMC's director of Student Activities, for arranging for them to particioate in the event.
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Scheduling a challenge at BMC
SCHEDULINGji'om page 1

its show for April 18, and to hold
smaller events in February to celcans in this country."
ebrate the Lunar New Year, which
Kim met with the co-presidents is celebrated by many Asian culof Sisterhood, sophomores Lamoy tures.
Morgan and Selena Roker, and also
According to Zernicke, such
Clarke, to discuss the conflicting conflicts are not unusual and affect
Drag Ball and the Talent Show all groups on campus. She extimes. They concluded that, this plained that cultural organizations
year, the events would be held at and student performance groups all
diffe re nt tim es on the same work on the same schedule.
evening. However, Kim explained.
As a result, many find themnext year, the Drag Ball will not selves ready to perforn1 at the same
be held in February out of respect time of year. She explained that her
for Sisterhood and Black History office held an open meeting for all
Month.
• groups on campus, including staff.
ASA Co-President Michelle faculty, and students, m order to
Khuu also met with members of review the calcncl;.11 for next year
Sisterhood to discuss concerns .md to allow organizations to book
about ASA. which was considering d,ttcs now for the 2000-'.WO I o;chool
having its culture show during Feb':. ye<tr. She hoped that this would
ruary. ASA decided to reschedule help deter future conflicts.
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Rape Awareness at HC INSF construction causes road closure
RAPE from page 1

of rape culture at Haverford College.
spite a small turnout, by Sergeant
Things such as popular culture,
Dan Cullen from Rape Awareness advertisements, attitudes and terDefense. Sergeant Cullen demon- minology (for example, a person
strated simple techniques and "giving it up" sexually) were all
spoke mostly about what the pro- examined as components of rape
gram is designed to achieve.
culture. The exhibit in the lounge;
On Thursday night, a discus- a collage portraying the objectifision about rape culture was held in cation of the human body, served
the dining center. Walsh and as a fitting backdrop for the discusMASAR chair Kip Lewis '02 fa- sion.
cilitated the discussion. There were
To conclude Rape Awareness
20 people in attendance. Lewis Week, a vigil was held Monday
opened by defining rape culture as evening. Originally set to take
being a culture that cultivates rape. place Sunday night, but postponed
This led into a discussion of due to rain, it included submission
whether people rape because of a readings and an open mike, with a
genetic predisposition or because reception held afterward.
of societal influences. Although
For more information about
some gave small merit to the ge- rape and other issues, contact ·the
netic theory, many supported the Women's Center or SARSE and
idea of rape culture as the propo- MASAR. The Women's Center has
nent of rape.
student assistants available to
Though the discussion took speak with at all tim.es.
place in the middle of the Dining
More information about Anne
Center at meal time, many were .Hasselbrack and her book is availstill candid about their own views able
on
the
web
at
and attitudes, especially when dis- www.members.aol.com/
cussion shifted from to the subject myecpage/main.html .

BI-COLLEGE
CRIME BLOTTER
Haverford College
Monday, March 20
2:25 p.m. Theft - Drinker
Two beer kegs were stolen from the
rear patio of Drinker during a party
on March 17 - 18, between 12 and
3 a.m. One keg was empty and the
other was full with a tap still on it.
The complainant did not want the
police to take a report.
Tuesday, March 21
2:29 p.m. Theft - Dining Center
A student's raincoat, containing
dorm keys and gloves, was stolen
from the DC foyer between 2:00
and 2:25 p.m.
Thursday, March 23
8:55 p.m. Theft - Dining Center
A student's backpack was stolen
from the DC foyer sometime between 12:30 and 4:30 p.m. It contained a notebook, textbooks and a
calculator.

Saturday, March 25
8:40 a.m. Found Property
Ardmore Ave.
Lower Merion Police returned a
stolen but registered bike to Security after it was found at St. Mary's
Church in Ardmore. It belonged
to a 1994 alumna and had been registered in 1990. It will be returned
to her.
Sunday, March 26
I :41 p.m. Theft - Locker Building
A Sony Disc man and a pair of track
spikes were stolen from either the
men's locker room or the training
room sometime between 12 and
3:30 p.m. on Saturday, March 25.
7:00 p.m. Vandalism - Drinker
The rear door of Drinker was vandalized by someone who kicked in
a wood panel and broke a safety
glass window. The soda machine
was defaced with graffiti.

Bryn Mawr College
Thursday, March 23
11 :5 l a.m. A commuter student reported that her car was struck and
damaged by an unknown vehicle
while it was parked in the Radnor
Parking Lot the day before. Minor
damage was sustained. The operator of the other vehicle left no information.
Friday, March 24
I0:04 a.m. A resident student reported her book bag missing after
a five or 10 minute period of it being left unattended in a computer
lab in the Physical Science Building. The bag contained only books
and keys.
I0:52 a.m. Officers investigated a
minor motor vehicle accident outside Wyndham, where a resident

student backed out of a parking
space and struck an illegally parked
van belonging to a contractor. No
injury, minor damage. Both parties
exchanged information.
Saturday, March 25
3:28 a.m. Officers responded to
Brecon Hall on a report of a fire
alarm going off and discovered it
had been activated by a resident's
burning candle. Referred to Residential Life.
Monday, March 27
2:32 a.m. It was reported that a resident student received a cut eye
while playing in her residence hall.
She was taken to the Health Center and then to Bryn Mawr Hospital by her companion. Minor injury.

Help Wanted:

Camp Counselors Main Line, coed, summer day camp now hiring for summer of
2000. In need of male and female group counselors and
specialists. Excellent opportunity to work with children and
outdoors. 8 week session. Will train. Must have ca1:

(610) 353-5437 (daytime)

INSF from page 1
Ricker.
Even though these routes will
be in place, Ricker strongly encouraged all pedestrians to avoid
the construction area whenever
possible.
The conventional wisdom at
Physical Plant holds that the
fewer people in the area, the better. Students who need to reach
Sharpless and Hilles Halls from
the south end of campus should
now use the paths which lead
around the Alumni Fieldhouse

and by Gummere. This path probably will serve as the main thoroughfare for those walking to
HCA or the Campus Center from
the north of campus.
The security of the student
body was a major issue when
Haverford worked out the final
contracts with the construction
firms. Glenn Normile, director of
Safety and Security, stated that
there are clauses in the contract
that ensure that Safety and Security vehicles will always be able
to pass through Coursey Road.
This will enable Security to

Short TAKES

service the eastern portion of campus as before, even while the road
js closed to regular and pedestrian
traffic.
While some grumble about the
construction and the proposed closing of Coursey Road, it does not
appear that it will dramatically effect student life. The road will be
closed infrequently and there will
always be safe walkways.
The construction team and
Physical Plant asked for the students' understanding, and that they
remain alert when passing through
the construction zone.

Apri/3-9

Compiled by Jes sica Richter

Tuesday, April 4
7 to 9 p.m. Italian Majors Tea. Quita Woodward Room.
8 to to p.m. The Lucy Martin Donnelly Women Writers Series presents Kimiko Hahn, poet, in a reading
of her work. Thomas Great Hall.
8 to 10:30 p.m. French Film Series: Marius et Jeannette. Carpenter 25.
,
8 to 11 p.m. German Film Series. Thomas 224.
Wednesday, April 5
12 to l p.m. Women's Health Issues Seminar, How to Talk to a Physician. Ely Room, Wyndham.
l to 2 p.m. The Millenial Colloquium in Visual Culture Series, "A Difficult History and an Uncertain
Future: Slave Ship and the Dynamics of the Sublime," by Leo Costello, Department of History of Art.
Thomas.224.
4:30 p.m. (Tea at 4: 15 p.m.) The Fine Arts Ad Hoc Committee presents a talk by Fine Arts Candidate,
Mark Pomilio. Mark Pomilio will give a talk and slide presentation of his work. Chase Hall 104.
4:30 p.m. (Tea at 4: 15 p.m.) The Department of History in conjunction with the Distinguished Visitors
Program presents Lucy Barber '85, Assistant Professor of History. University of California at Riverside.
Professor Barber will give a talk entitled, "Marches on Washington and National Public Spaces. 1894 to
the present." Gest Center I 0 l.
4:30 to 6 p.m. Lecture, "The Voice from the Mirror: Kongo Impact on Popular American Art Culture,"
by Robert Farris Thompson, Yale University, sponsored by Friends of the College Library. Thomas 110.
5 to 6:30 p.m. Archaeology Majors Tea. Quita Woodward Room.
7 to l 0 p.m. Evening of Poetry and Prose sponsored by the Department of Russian. Thomas Great Hall.
9 p.m. Haverford Bi-Co Film Series: Lock Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. Chase.
9 to 11 p.m. South Asian Women Coffeehouse. BMC Campus Center Main Lounge.
10:00 p.m. Open meeting on sex and sexual activity at Haverford, with a discussion of the related Bi-Co
News article. Sponsored by HUWMPHERS. Snacks will be served. For more information contact Lizzie
Adelman <eadelman@haverford.edu>
Thursday, April 6
4: 15 p.m. William O'Neill, Senior Legal Advisor to the United Nations' Mission in Kosovo, will give a
talk entitled, "Kosovo: Human Rights Challenges After Nato Bombing." Hall 107.
4: 15 to 6: 15 p.m. Peace and Conflict Majors Tea. Quita Woodward Room.
4:30 p.m. The Global Dialogue Institute in cooperation with Philadelphia Center for Religion and Science are co-sponsoring an open Dialogue exploring common ground between Physics, Philosophy and
Spirituality. This event opens with a Lecture by Dr. Varadaraja V. Raman, "Physics, Metaphysics and
God." This presentation is part of a series exploring the interface between cosmos, nature and culture.
4:30 p.m. (Tea at 4: 15 p.m.) The Fine Arts Ad Hoc Committee presents Ying Li, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Fine Arts, Haverford College. Ying Li will give a talk and slide presentation of her work.
Chase Hall 104.
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Bi-Co Theatre presents Wounds to the Face, by Howard Barker. The show also runs
Friday and Saturday, April 7 and 8. Goodhart Theatre.
8 to 10 p.m. Bi-Co Film Series: The House of Yes. Thomas 110.
8:30 to 10:30 p.m. Italian Film Series, Three Brothers I Tre Fratelli. Carpenter 25.
I 0 to 11 p.m. Smoking Room Draw sponsored by Residential Life. Taylor E.
Friday, April 7
2 to 5 p.m. Open House Celebration in Honor of Susan Dean and Maggie Holley, sponsored by the Arts
Program and The Department of English. English House.
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Psychology Colloquium, Dieting: The National Past-Time, by Tom Wadden, University of Pennsylvania Medical Center. Room 204, Dalton Hall.
4: 15 p.m. (Tea at 3:45 p.m.) The Association of Latin American Students and the Department of Spanish, present Professor Aida Negron de Montilla, retired professor, Member of the Board of Trustees of
the University of Puerto Rico. Professor Negron de Montilla will give a talk entitled, 'The Legacy of Dr.
Jose Padin to the Educational System of Puerto Rico."
9 p.m. Haverford Bi-Co Film Series: Toy Story 2. Stokes.
10 to 2 a.m. Association of lntemational Students Dance Party. BMC Campus Center Main Lounge.
Saturday, April 8
9 to 4 p.m. A Holocaust Symposium, Across the Borders: Stories ofRescue. Refuge and Return. Thomas
110. For lunch registration at Wyndham contact x5 I98. No fee for the symposium.
lO to 12 p.m. Andrew Silk Journalism Panel presents a panel discussion on "Press Coverage of Tragic
Events from the Littleton, Colorado Killings to the Crash of Egypt Air." A luncheon with the panelists
will immediately follow the discussion. For more infmmation or to attend the luncheon contact the
Haverford College Public Relations Office or <pshcrida@haverford.edu>
10 to 2 a.m. The fifth Annual Charity Ball to benefit the American Cancer Society. 1l10mas Great Hall.
Sunday, April 9
2 to 3 p.m. Performance by Glenis Redmond, poet, sponsored by the Office of Student Activities. BMC
Campus Center Main Lounge.
4 p.m. The Haverford/Bryn Mawr College Chorale and Chamber Orchestra under the direction of Tom
Lloyd will present the Philadelphia premiere of Lament to Yitzhak Rabin - Requiemrfor a Leader by
Israeli composer Dov Seltzer. No tickets required. Public Forum to follow. Roberts Marshall Auditorium.
7 to 9 p.m. Scribbling Sisters/Ties That Bind Film Series: History and Memory, for Akiko and Takashige.
TaylorF.
To have event information printed in Shorttakes, email Jessica Richter jrichter@brynmawr.edu with
date, place, time and other info.
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Matters to be considered
at Special Plenary

The Retailored Constitution - A Guide to Revisions
Proposed at Special Plenary. April 2000

The ·ultra-Executive• Summary
)r

Partnership Resolution
"a non-binding referendum"
Whereas Haverford College is
an educational institution, and
Whereas the Honor Code is an
essential component of the Haverford educational experience, and
Whereas the faculty and administration of Haverford College is
responsible for ensuring the quality of students' educational experience,
We. the students of Havertord
College, request that our faculty
and administration take on a more
explicit and active role as educators about the Honor Code, that we
might improve the quality of our
education, and thus, the quality of
Haverford College as an educational
institution.
While the Code remains a student-centered document, ultimately
governing the behavior of students
alone. we recognize the implicit partnership between students, faculty
and administration within our educational community. and we seek to
strengthen this partnership, that we
might strengthen ourselves. A stronger connection between students.
faculty and administration would
provide us with a vital resource for
shaping our individual and community perspectives on the Honor Code.
Adequate preparation for, and instruction about, the ideals and challenges of the Honor Code arc fundarilental to the experience of a complete Haverford education.
Allllv Ra\' .01
Chri·s Sci1lort111w111 ·02

Resolution to enforce
Honor Council resolutions
regardless of faculty opinion
This resolution would change
how faculty relates to Academic
Trial decisions. Currently, faculty
members involved can overturn decisions made by the jury. This resolution would change the Honor Code
such that Academic Trial decisions
would be upheld regardless of faculty opinion. The faculty member
and student would not be completely
powerless though. They may seek
recourse through the deans' office.
The deans would then convene to
discuss the decision. This action
would only be taken in cases of"serious resolutions" pertaining to
classes. If recourse involved separation, the matter would be taken to
the president. This resolution will
become part of the code only when
the board of managers, which must
come to decisions over matters that
effect decisions pertaining to academics, accepts it. Members of the
student community will attend meetings of the board of managers requesting this change until this resolution is passed.

Ethan Sorrelgreen '03

Resolution to require
students to annually recommit to living under the
Code

Resolution to require
attendance of HC student
body at Plenary
This resolution would require
the attendance of Haverford's student body at Plenary. In addition
to changing the Honor Code, this
resolution would affect the cards
sent out to matriculating students
and to current students (if the resolution requiring yearly Honor Code
affirmation). By signing a card
upon enrollment at Haverford, students agree to actively uphold of
the Haverford Honor Code. One of
the responsibilities included in active participation in the Honor
Code and active membershij:> in the
community is attendance at Plenary. The issue of attendance is
currently included in the spirit of
the Honor Code, but is not specifically stipulated in the Code. I feel
that we should affinn the Code and
hold ourselves to high standards.
which are in this case easily attainable, by requiring student attendance at Plenary.
'

Ethan Sorrelgreen ·03

Resolution to abolish
the use of quorums at
Plenary
Current! a quorum of 40% is
needed at plenary and a quorum of
7s<"'o is ne~dcd at a special plenary.
This resolution would get rid of
all quorums. It is understood that.
as Haverford Students. we all
will attend plenary. The necessity
of quorum goes against what is
said as the "spirit or plenary."
Quorum contradicts the ideals of
this institution. With that in
mind, here is how the constitution would be changed to abolish quorum:
Section 2, part I
"The Students' Association
will meet in plenary session
twice yearly. The number of
students required for quorum
will be forty (40) percent of the
Students' Association. When
computing quorum, students
studying away will not be
counted when determining the
total number of the Students'
Association. [What is in bold
would be deleted]"
Section 2, parts 2
"2. Should quorum not be
reached at the scheduled plenary
session of a given semester, everything to be ratified at that plenary session fails. When this occurs in the spring semester, the
Honor Code fails. [All of this in
bold would be deleted]
Section w, part 3
2.
[this section is moved
from a part 3. to a part 2. Because
the original part 2 would be deleted] Further Plenary session may
only be called when the President
of the Students' Association receives a petition signed by forty
percent of the members of the Students' Association calling for such
a plenary. Quorum for this plenary must be seventy-five (75)
percent of the Students' Association. [this in bold would be deleted]"

This resolution would change
the continuation of study at Haver- Ethan Sorrelgreen ·03
ford College. It would require that
all students must sign the same card
(or the card with any changes made
to it by other resolutions) that is
signed before entry as a freshman.
This is not a ratification card. When
it is signed, you are not signing in •
agreement with the code, rather you
are signing to live in a community
where the code exists and while you
are here you agree to live under the
code.

Remember that
Special Plenary
will be held at
7 :30 on April 9 in
the Field House.
Come early.

Ethan Sorrelgreen '03
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refonnatting of constitution to increase readability
elimination of contradictory guidelines
incorporates written mission statements
limits the veto power of Haverford's president

Summary of Changes- Re-F011T1atting, Procedure, and Content
A number of various changes have been made to the constitution. Our goal is to promote the
accessibility, efficiency and effectiveness of Honor Council, Students' Council and the assembled
Plenary. This has been done by reorganizing and refonnattin~ the constitutional document, clarifying
several procedures, and explaining the role and scope of student government. What was the confusing
constitution is·now organized around the three primary manifestations of student power: honor council,
students council. and plenary. These changes are outlined below:

SC & HC Procedure Changes I Clarifications
• Ensures that each living house will have an SC rep
(this will add reps for La Casa, Yarnall, etc.)
• All HC and SC d<:cisions must "Qe made Qy
consensus. (Currently there are a slew of
conflicting guidelines.)
• Collects and clarifies HC & SC
officer/representative duties under their respective
headings in the constitution.
• Addresses between-term gap in donn rep election
cycle, In the interim between terms, Executive
Council will act in the place of SC. (in the past,
the admini tration has sometimes made decisions
when SC can't convene, other times exec council
has covered it)
• Leaves judicial power with honor council.
(Specifically, this addresses a bizarre and unique
pnvilege that granted frustrated community
members to demand a special heanng run by the
SC' pre 1dent in front of a Plenary session )

Scope of Student Government
• Incorporates written mission statements for both
the Honor and Students Councils
• 5ryn Mawr st\ldents living at l1averforq are no
longer assumed members of the student body
• The veto of the President of Haverford College is
now limited to violations of College standards

Voting Changes/Clarifications
• Restricts candidates to running for complete tenns
(recall the dilemma with the HC chair)
• Prevents the election of non-students (recall the
Plato fiasco)
• Guarantees the presence of"no vote"f'abstam"/
·•write in" options
• Also defines an explicit "no vote" procedure. If
"no vote" \\ins an election, the election will alway5
be re-run. This allows the community to expres
dissatisfaction with the candidates as presented in
arr election.
• hnsures that an HCJSC rep can ' t be removed by a
minonty of their constituency. {Currently they can Plcn ry
• Makes the Rules of Order less arbitrary
be removed by -25~) Now !l' s the same as
Henceforth stuaents will be guaranteed the chance
executive council position<;.
to amend and approve the Rules of Order.
• Clarifies parameters for challengmg election .
' • Makes Special Plenary process less arbitrary.
Most s1g01ficantly, if an Honor ( ouncil or
Ensures that students are guaranteed the same
Students' Council decides that there is suspicion of
rights in a Special Plenary as they are granted m a
intentional wrongdoing or unintentional neglect,
regular Plenary session
the election will be re-run.

I
I

I

The Revised Honor Code - A Guide to Chana:es
Proposed aJ Special Plenary, April 2000

i---- -U~ondensed Overview

I;I>

I

}r

separation of procedure from founding principles
segmented introduction for enhanced clarity
clarified "confrontation" as an educational process
updated text to account for antiquated sections

Summary of Changes-Restructuring, Content, and Clarification
The goal of this revised Honor CG:<Ie is to make the· document more readable, account for current
interpretive problems the Code faces, and update outdated sections. The elemental principles of the
Code have been consolidated into 4.5 pages, complete with a new Preamble and an expanded and more
organized introduction. By concentrating the fundamental ideology underlying the Code within the first
few pages, we hope to reduce confusion about key issues and increase the readability and accessibility
of the central sections of the document. Eight Appendices, including an Index, follow the substantive
part of the Code and deal with procedural mat:t.ers. In essence, this revised Code is lhe current Honor
Code, restructured for clarity and with .a few additions and changes. The significant changes and

additions are outlined below:
.Preamble
• Acts as a mission statement for the Honor Code
• Links the concepts of awareness. mutual
understanding, and diversity
•
• Asks us to embrace the Code as an educational tool
Introduction
• Segmented to clarify different points; acts as an
overview to issues that will arise later in the Code
• Defines community as students, faculty. staff, and
administration
• Added section on confrontation emphasizes it as an
educational process, not an intimidating formality
• Grants confidentiality its own consolidated
-section-currently it appears briefly in random
parts of the Code
Jurisdiction
• Presents the four possible outcomes of a failed
attempt on the part of students to come to an
understanding via confrontation
• the behavior of students studying abroad can affect
the community: hence, they must also adhere to the
principles of the Honor Code

Appendicized Procedure
• Procedure reorganized for structural clarity
• Outline/Index. at end acts as a map of the Code

Technical Changes
• Provides for staggering elections of HC Chair and
Secretary positions
• Accounts for possibility of students voting down
the Honor Code at Plenary
• The term "day'' has been changed to "business
day"" for clarity
• Accounts for the possibility that Communications
Outreach could cease to exist
New Honor Council Responsibility
• Council must now maintain a history of the Code
and update all changes

Miscellaneous
• Several syntactical, grammatical, and stylistic
shortcomings were corrected

•

FEATURES
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Rhys Carpenter Library recognized as stand-out
architecture
A 1990s addition to the the campus, the library replaced the crowded stacks in Thomas Hall
Rekha Matchanickal

trouble," he explains,
"that at first we were talking about, quite simply, a
Bryn Mawr's own Carpenter
hole in the ground." As it
Rhys Library is to the architecture
happened, such a solution
became necessary, as
world what Angelina Jolie is to - - _
the Academy Awards: young,
Myerberg was a creative
modem, classy and a long time "in
man with many ideas up
the making." Many at Bryn Mawr
his sleeve.
do not know, however, that the art
The seemingly unendhistory and archaeology library
ing task of reworking and
represents a favorite site not only
redesigning the plans to
among students, but in the outside
fit in with the existing
world as well.
buildings began in the fall
In 1998 the library won first
semester.
Carpenter
j
place in the National Excellence
would not be the first
in Construction competition for
modern structure at Bryn
"Best Institutional Project over
Mawr. however; Erdman
Five Million." Consequently, in
Hall, built in 1965 by
the same year it also won Best
Louis Kahn, is still conDesign Award from the American
sidered an architectural
marvel.
Institute of Architects in New
York. For the architects involved
As if the pressure to
in this project, however, the cremake it original and uniform at the same time was
ation of the library was a laborof
love and dedication.
not enough, everyone on
In July of 1988, Henry
.,,,.
. ,....,,.
~ ,
campus seemed to have
Myerberg, a young architect from Filled with art, historv and arcliaelo/f?v hooks in numerous lanf?tWf?eS , Rhvs Catpenter Lihrarv is a second home for manv Brvn Mawr their own opinion on the
the architectural firm Edward graduate students and 11pperclassw01;1~n.
' '
·
·
·
·
final design of the library.
Larrabee Barnes, was recomFrom pitched roofs that,
mended to do what the firm con- ing stacks, built in the 1920s,
In that issue he wrote a project these little dens do not present the according to Bryn Mawr officials,
would be "more harmonious with
sidered "a small addition job." The needed serious redesigning.
diary on the Rhys Carpenter Li- library as a singular place."
college's original plan was to pro"The mechanical systems are brary, his first building as a solo arJames Tanis, former library di- the surroundings," to rubble stone
vide additional space adjacent to inadequate, and the temperature chitect. "There are lots of valuable rector at Bryn Mawr, seeing these- walls instead of wood paneling, to
the existing area housing the stacks controls are ineffective," observes folios and the secure area is too , verity of the book-shelving situa- additional mechanical equipment
of the Art and Archaeology Library, Myerberg in the February 1998 is- small," he also writes. "Books are tion nearly opted for a quick remlocated in Thomas Hall. The exist- sue of Architectural Record.
see LIBRARY on page 7
piled in seminar rooms, and all edy. "We were so clearly in
Assista/I/ Features Editor

AIDS awareness lecturer seeks to shatter stereotypes
Activist Elaine Pasqua offers redefinition of 'at-risk' and shares her personal experiences
Jenny Weatherup
Assistant Features Editor

Speaker Elaine Pasqua addressed an audience in Bryn
Mawr 's Campus Center last
Wednesday in hopes of dispelling
myths and misconceptions associated with AIDS. In her interactive
workshop, "Living and Loving in
a World With AIDS," Pasqua used
narratives from her family and
from the lives of others living with
AIDS, treating upon the stigmas attached to the disease. She also reinforced her message through a
group exercise that illustrated just
how easily AIDS can affect anyone, regardless of age or gender.
Pasqua opened her talk by describing her mother and
stepfather's experience with AIDS.
When her stepfather first showed
signs of the virus, doctors misdiagnosed him and failed to give him
proper treatment because, according to Pasqua, he did not fit the stereotypical profile of the AIDS patient.
This pervasive stereotyping
extended even to doctors, restricting AIDS diagnoses to gays, drug
users and other groups associated
with the disease. Almost equally
as tragic as this misdiagnosis was
the situation of both of her parents
after their diagnoses. They felt
compelled to hide their disease
from friends and neighbors because
of the social stigma attached to
AIDS. Revealing their secret to
only a few, her parents had to deal
with the anguish of listening to insensitive remarks and jokes about
AIDS made by people unaware that
they were infected.
For Pasqua, their need to keep
quiet about AIDS created a situa-

tion that was disadvantageous for
everyone: her parents lacked the
support of former friends, and their
acquaintances remained unenlightened about AIDS. "It wasn't just
their loss of keeping the secret ...
everybody in this situation loses
out," Pasqua remarked.
The activist and teaching member of the New Jersey AIDS Education and Training Center continued her talk with other personal stories, including narratives of other
individuals whose lives had been
affected by AIDS. Many of these
people would have been free from
AIDS if they had not allowed their
guard to drop when getting into
risky situations with groups of
people not normally associated
with AIDS sufferers. Other individuals ran into trouble when engaging in risky behavior while under the influence of alcohol. These
stories illustrated the importance of
remaining conscious of AIDS and
the risks that exist for all people instead of being aware of the possibility of contracting the disease
only in overtly dangerous situations.
Two interactive activities were
incorporated into the talk, intended
to illustrate how AIDS can be transmitted from person to person. In
one exercise, Pasqua had several
students play people who were related to each other in various ways
and had the potential to transmit
HIV. Speaking in character, each
person gave an explanation of who
they were and their relationships
with the others in the scenario. One
character hact tested as HIV positive. Afterwards, the virus was
traced from person to person as the
information about the characters
was sewed together.
In the second activity, each stu-

Students share a light-hearted moment during Elaine Pasqua's talk on AIDS awareness. One of two interactive
activities, the role-.playing scenario provided an analogy for how AIDS is transmitted.

dent was given a cup filled with a
liquid, with two of the cups containing sodium hydroxide and
representing HIV. Students exchanged and shared the substances three times. This number
was to represent the average number of student sexual encounters.
In addition, one student was secretly told to refuse to exchange
liquid to demonstrate the problems created by peer pressure.
After the exchanges, a base indicator was placed in the cups, and
the liquid changed color for
people who had received sodium
see AIDS on page 7
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AIDS speaker aims to shatter sterotypes
that she can "change [individu- reduce people's indifference toals'] attitudes about AIDS, mak- wards AIDS, and help them to rehydroxide in their cups.
ing them realize that it can hap- alize that AIDS is "everybody's
In this scenario, most of the pen to them." By educating disease."
people in the group had come in con- people about the realities of
tact with the HIV virus. Participants AIDS, it is her hope that she can
also found it significant that, even after the mock results had been determined, it was difficult to trace the
pathway of the virus.
~The role-playing exercise was
followed by lecture on new advancements in AIDS-combatting drugs, as
well as the problems with these drugs.
After talking about the earlier, more
flawed AIDS drugs such as DDI and
AZT, Pasqua mbved on to discuss
protease inhibitors, which prevent virus replication, limiting the continued spread of the virus throughout the
body. The drugs have been widely
embraced by doctors and AIDS patients.
Pasqua said she worries that protease inhibitors are giving people the
impression that the problem of AIDS
is solved, ushering in an "Era of
Complacency - the most dangerous
time yet." Pasqua noted that strains
of the virus resistant to protease inhibitors are cropping up and being
passed on. She indicated that because
of this, last year's disease-watchers
saw the greatest increase in the number of AIDS cases since 1992.
She also touched on the difficulty
of living one's life around a drug regiment and having to deal with the side
effects of the drugs, emphasizing that
taking preventive measures against
contracting the virus was easier than
living with it and its effects.
Pasqua's program opened the
participants' eyes to the realities of
AIDS and the ways the disease can
potentially affect everyone. For
her, it was important that she challenge common prejudices about
AIDS.
Pasqua wants people "to really
think about the behavior choices Addressing an audience of college students at Bryn Mawr, AIDS educator
they make and how it can affect and activist Elaine Pasqua discusses AIDS as a disease that threatens
them," and she finds it valuable people of all ages and experiences.

AIDS from page 6

One Year Master's Degrees
• Teacher Education
For more
information
cill toll-free
1-'477-PE.~GSE

Or visit our
website at

www.upcnn.edu/gse

• Psychological Services
• Higher Education Management
•TESOL
An Ivy League education featuring extensive
field work wit!i an urban and international focus

BMC library an expensive but
innovative ·addition to the college
LIBRARY from page 6
The warm glow of wood lights the central study space in Rhys Carpenter.
Private carrels line the first and second floor balconies, and the original
Pallas Athena statue poses in an alcove.

An office window looks out over the lounge area of Rhys Carpente1:

and so lar paneling, it took
Myerberg seven more years to finally reach perfection.
It was, notably, a costly perfection. What began as a $2 million project ended up costing a
grand total of$15 million.
Today, Carpenter Library, with
its spacious study area, carefullyhued lounges, computer resources
and lecture and seminar rooms, is

one of the most frequented libraries on campus. When it first
opened to students in September
1997 , Mary Pat McPherson,
then-president of the college, alluded to the positive response on
the part of students. "It's
jammed," she exclaimed. "Henry
did it right."
Head
librarian
Eileen
Markson stated that one of the
structural problems she found is
that "Carpenter is a very noisy Ii-

brary." Traffic flow is a major
concern for the staff members.
"Students tend to forget that they
are in a library when they come
to a class he re," Markson remarked.
Still, Carpenter and the adjoining grounds remain a popular hangout, with students flocking to the green in front of the
library for an afternoon of reading near the architecturally acclaimed study site.

The names of donors grace wooden panels in the study area, testament to the financial support of Bryn Mawr patrons.
and plaster casts of classical artwork hang from the same panels, testaments to the academic orientation of the library.
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Local singer Judy P~ster gives
lukewarm performance at the Point
Lisa Marchisio
Staff Writer

Main Line singer Judy Paster
recently celebrated the release of
her first and self-titled CD with
friends and family at the music coffeehouse the Point, on Lancaster
Ave. To her credit, Paster 's publicist, Randy Alexander, put on a
great party and her band put on a
good show. Unfortunately, Paster
herself did not come off so well.
Opening with "Rise and Fall,"
Paster seemed nervous , barely
looking at the crowd and rushing
from one song to the next. Close
to the end of the five-song set, however, the tension seemed to ease a
little and she even managed to chat

to the audience a bit.
Still, the backup was the best
part of the show. Drummer J.P.
Patriarka and bassi st Craig Roth
both performed well, as did the
backup guitarist, Kenny Markford,
who, without a doubt, provided the
most impressive performance of
the evening.
It would be easy to chalk
Paster's shaky performance up to
a simple case of nerves. After all, a
live performance would freak out
just about anyone.
.
. But Paster has repprtedly spent
the last few years playing coffee
houses all over the west coast, and
a live performance in a small, intimate setting like the Point should
have been familiar to her.

All in all, the shortcomings of Pas ter's
March 2 performance
are more likely the result of lack of training
than anything else.
According to her
family, she has only
had some guitar and
piano lessons and a
little voice coaching. It
shows.
Still, her natural
talent and obvious enthusiasm for music
made the show enjoyable and it's a safe bet
that Paster 's performance will only
improve over time.

Judy Paster (right) and band members play at the Point on Lancaster Avenue.

Judy Paster's Judy Paster: look for it at your local
grocery, right next to the Cheez Whiz
that's so insipid it's embarrassing.
"Blue Kind of Love"
chronicles the inevitable
he left me and now when- ,
ever it rains I think of him
ballad. Listening to her
sing "bleayooooo kind of
love" makes one irritable- hostile, even.
"Rise and Fall" is not
particularly inspiring:
See me fall.
Rise and fall.
I pick myself up
Like a rollin' stone
Through it all.

CD
Review

•

W®§l1

Nicole Foulke
Arts & Living
Editor

I love those rare easy Sundays
where puttering around your room
while listening to a good CD counts
as a productive activ ity. The only
thing stopping Main Line singer
Judy Paster's first and self-titl ed
CD from joining its brethren in the
CD rotation dance is its vocals,
music and lyrics.
The five-track (five tracks?!)
CD is an uncomplicated, unenjoyable 19 minutes of something that
I can only describe as a kmd of
\\ashed out, pastel. 1980s acoustic
rock chick sound.
Paster\ voice 1s quite thick and

flat, and a bit off-key when it ventures too far upward. You cannot
imagine her singing with any sort
of expression but a painted halfsmile.
I admit, though , that I like the
first strains of each song; they are
sweet and hold such promise. Actually, wait - I take back what I
wrote in the first paragraph. If only
the first four or five seconds of each
song were preserved and the rest
(including all of the vocals) were
cut off, the album would be quite
pleasant, albeit jolting.
There are also a few rounded, crunchy. acoustic bits that warm
everything up, and the percussion
has a few seconds to be soft, clear
and tricky in the last track, '"All My
Relations." Otherwise, the song is
horrible. There is a blatant romanticizmg of some sort of wind/land
aura by means of a barely mtelltgible watered-do\\n metaphysics

If Voltaire were to listen to this album he would
probably nod and restate
his opinion that "anything
that is too stupid to be spoken is sung."
The lyrics are shakily
stretched out and emphasized in unnatural places;
even during the album 's
mellower songs, your nerves are
being grated like soft cheese. And
some lyrics, like those of "In The
Sun," sound like cheap pickup
lines:

Do you want to do ... ?
Oh, oh, oh, yeah, yeah.
Wanna get with nze ?
The best of Judy Paster's songs
are tolerable as background music.
I could perhaps see the bouncy,
heavy "Running" making it into the
soundtrack of a Lifetime made-forTV-movie, but probably not . .. and
I kno\\ this feels like a terribly vicious review. Instead of listening to
Judy Paster, aka Philadelphia's "'PeIlle Powerhouse of Sound," on the
bright Sunday afternoon when I was
writmg this, I really wanted to be
putlering around my room, listening
to Tom Waits. Go listen to something
by Tom Waits.

Chorale to perform requiem
for Yitzhak Rabin
Geoffrey W. Melada
Assistant Arts & Living Editor

Haverford College will be
the venue for the second U.S.
performance of Lament to
Yitzhak - Requiem for a Leader
by Israeli composer Dov Seltzer. On April 9 at 4:00 p.m. in
Marshall Auditorium, the 120voice Chorale of Haverford and
Bryn Mawr Colleges will be
joined by childrens' choirs from
the Main Line Reformed
Temple and Temple. Sholom in
Broomall and a 60-piece orchestra composed primarily of
students from Haverford and
Bryn Mawr Colleges, the Curtis
Institute and Temple University
in an hour-long performance of
Seltzer's memorial to the fallen
Israeli leader.
Open to the public without
charge, the performance at Haverford College's Marshall auditorium will be conducted by
Thomas Lloyd, director of choral activities at Haverford and
Bryn.Mawr Colleges. Featured
soloists will include Opera
Company of Philadelphia principals Sara Seglem, soprano,
and Suzanne DuPlantis, mezzosoprano (a Haverford voice
teacher), folk-singer Elyse
Endy from Temple Sholom and
tenor Benjamin Warschawski,
cantor of Ner Tamid
Greenspring Valley Synagogue
in Baltimore. The childrens'
choruses will be prepared by
cantors Patrice Kaplan and
Marshall Portnoy.
The free perfom1ance of the
hour-long work will be immediately followed by a public forum with featured speaker Dalia
Rabin-Pelossof, the current
Deputy Speaker of the Israeli
Knesset, a leading labor lawyer

and the daughter ofYitzhak and
Lea Rabin. At the forum, Ms.
Rabin-Pelossof will respond to
prepared questions from Haverford students related to the current state of Israeli politics and
Middle East diplomacy four
years after the shock of her
father's assassination by a militant Israeli opponent of Rabin's
peace platform.
Dov Seltzer was born in Romania in 1932 and immigrated
to Israel at the age of 15. He
continued his musical studies at
the Israel Conservatory in Haifa
and Tel-Aviv and later at the
Mannes College of Music and
New York University. While his
music is not well known in this
country, his operas and orchestral works have been performed
by major ensembles in Europe
and Israel. In Israel he is also
widely loved for his over 800
popular songs, along with numerous scores for films and
plays.
Choral director Thomas
Lloyd was attracted to Seltzer's
work because of the composer's
imaginative use of cantorial and
folk styles of Jewish singing in
a large-scale concert work. "In
an genre dominated by settings
of Christian texts, there are so
few works in Hebrew for symphonic choir beyond the wonderful Bloch Sacred Service,"
explains Lloyd. "The vocal
writing in Lament is idiomatically expressive and the orchestration skillfully drawn. The
subdued, plaintive ending to the
"Yorn Hadin/Dies Irae" movement creates a palpable sense
of the persona! and collective
loss of moral bearings in the
face of violence.
"The importance of the role
sec
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A Cappella Review: Ah, Five O'Clock Shadow
MTV-acclaimed group brings an interesting twist to vocal arts
Caroline Barth
Katie Queen
A Cappello Aficionados

A cappella lovers, we are not
in Kansas anymore. On Thursday
night, the Office of StudentActivities offered a truly indescribable a
cappella experience. As Five
O'Clock Shadow warmed up in
the Bryn Mawr Campus Center
before their 8:30 performance, a
sharp-eared a cappella fan wondered aloud, "Hey! I thought a
cappella groups weren't supposed
to have instruments!"
But when the group took the
stage, we checked it out. Five
guys, no instruments. Yet throughout the performance, the unmistakable sounds of drums, bass, guitar, and brass filled the air. We did
notice that this group used a bit
more technical equipment than
their hosts, the Bryn Mawr Night
Owls. Honestly, how many a
cappella groups around here have
you heard that have a "sound

guy?"
changed over time, and Bill Eddy
According to group member was sad to announce that the perDan Lennon, the group uses the formance at Bryn Mawr would be
exact same sound techniques that his last with the group. The other
a band uses on its instruments, ex- current members are Lennon, Oren
cept Five O'Clock Shadow's only Malka, Dave "Stack" Stackhouse
instruments are its voices. Here, let . and Paul Pampinella.
us try to explain how this works;
If you want t~ find out more
you see the guy moving his mouth about these talented musicians, ininto his microphone, but what you eluding information on their CDs
hear from the surround sound and tour dates, visit their website
speakers is indistinguishable from at wwwfocs.com - not that we had
an electric guitar. Or a drum. Or a this drilled into our heads or anytrumpet. This "vocal band" version thing. But really, it's a great site of a cappella rendered us unable to we visited it and you should, too!
So how did they put their taltake notes. We're still speechless.
Now for a little history on the ents to work on stage? By treating
group. Five O'Clock Shadow was the audience to hit songs such as
formed in 1991 in the Boston area. Dave Matthews' "So Much to Say"
The group's style has evolved since and Lil's "My Own Worst Enemy,"
then to produce the high-tech, ul- and as far as we're concerned, they
tra pumped-up concert experience were absolutely as good as the real
that it does today. Described by deal.
We also had the privilege of
MTV Online as "the number one
vocal pop band of the new millen- hearing original songs from their
nium," Five O'Clock Shadow per- soon-to-be-released album Wonforms mainly for college and high ders of the World, including the
anti-love song (for real, that's what
school audiences.
Members of the group have they called it), "Move On," and

"Aggression," a song the "drummer" was inspired to write one day
when he was totally PO'd. (Let's
hope our article doesn't inspire a
sequel!)
The jamminest song of the night
had to be "Down on the Corner,"
which was originally sung by
Creedence Clearwater Revival, but
reworked to show off the various
"instrumental" and vocal talents of
the group.
This was also the point in the
concert where audience participation
was encouraged, even required, in
the form of dancing, singing and
clapping. Now, let us make one thing
clear: we do not usually encourage
singing along at a cappella concerts
- in fact, this is not only a pet peeve,
but a faux pas, and even if you are
an original member of the band that
wrote the song, as an audience member you are not allowed to sing. Especially if you're sitting near us.
BUT, under the instruction of
Five O'Clock Shadow, the audience
became an enthusiastic backup chorus. And all was well.

The Bryn Mawr Night Owls
were also in top form as the opening
act for Five O'Clock Shadow. We
were especially thrilled to hear some
new songs (new to us, that is, since
we unfortunately missed the St.
Patrick's Day concert). Their rendition of "Every Little Thing (S)he
Does is Magic" was particularly entertaining, as was the "Not in English
Song," to which Katie, although Ianguage-inclined, could not catch the
title.
We also overheard audience
member Lisa "Tucker" Marchisio
(BMC '02) declare during "Kiss
Me," "They do this better than the
actual people [Six Pence None the
Richer] who sing this!"
A cappella fans everywhere
should agree that this concert was a
glimpse at the different forms a
cappella can take and the new
heights it can reach. We don't think
that it's overstating to say that Five
O'Clock Shadow has changed our
lives forever. Can we ever go back
to regular old bi-co a cappella?
Ah ... we guess!

A Cappella Review: Ah, Field Trip to Penn
a" bomb diggity spring show" it wasn't
Katie Queen
and Caroline Barth
A Cappel/a Afficionados

Last Friday, in desperate need
of an a cappella fix, your two favorite a cappella aficionados found
the courage to venture off-campus,
past Haverford even, to - dun dun
DUN - the University of Pennsylvania!
After a long and arduous journey, we finally found our way
through the labyrinth that is Penn's
campus and arrived at our destination: the Dunlop Auditorium.
Here we found the pot of gold
at the end of our rainbow, the
cheese at the end of our maze, the
light at the end of our tunnel - two
of Penn's finest a cappella groups:
the Chord on Blues and Quaker
Notes, in their "bomb diggity
spring show," Once is Never
Enough. (At this point, we would
like to offer our sincere apologies
to our Honorary Aficionado, Julia,
along with a promise that next time,
we will all wear flourescent orange
construction worker vests so we
can't miss each other!)
The Quaker Notes are Penn's
only all-female a cappella group,
and in our very professional opinion, they sang a lot of "girl songs."
Luckily, they weren't all of the

wailing, whining types that displease us greatly.
One of the strongest soloists
performed "What's Up?" by Four /
Non Blondes (you know, the one
that goes "Heyyy=eyyy-eyyy,
what's goin' on ... "). Another random song from the "remember
when" genre was "Right Here" by
SWV, which led Caroline to reminisce about the Top 8 at 8:48 on
Q 102 (or your local rap station in
eighth grade).
Assistant Music Director, and
our close personal friend, Tamara
"Dinky" MacKay, sang "This
Woman's Work" by Kate Bush.
Other songs that rocked our world
were "32 Flavors" by Ani
Difranco, "Bridge Over Troubled
Water" by Paul Simon (still a girl
song), and "Torn" by Natalie
Imbruglia.
The Chord on Blues are Penn's
all-male a cappella group and "Superheroes of the 21st Century."
Now, we're not saying they're attractive or anything, but they do
advertise a free lap dance with
ticket stub after the show. Of
course, we did not take them up on
this in the interest of impartial journal ism (and also because
Caroline's boyfriend was there, but
that's beside the point).
Not to criticize the "Chords" in
any way, but they also kind of sang

girl songs. For instance, we have
never heard a guy's voice go as
high as the soloist in Chris Isaac's
"Wicked Game" - except maybe
that guy last year in Horizons
Unlimited's Chess.
Now, we've seen a cappella
groups bring water bottles on stage,
but we've never actually seen a
group whip out the blender and mix
up some pina coladas, as this group
did during Jimmy Buffet's "Escape." And Mr. Bean, or at least
someone who looked disturbingly like him (it even says so in
his bio!), sang "Baby Be Mine"
by Michael Jackson.
All of the audience members that
we interviewed (consisting of
Caroline's boyfriend and Dinky's
parents) raved about the concert.
After the show, we spoke to
Dinky herself, who had the following inside scoop for us - "I
really need a drink right now,
leave me alone." Oh well, maybe
next time.

l cal Movie

Schedule
(Tuesday-Thursday)
r

United Artists Bryn Mawr
824 West Lancaster Ave, 525-3056

-High Fidelity: R, 107 min.:
4:45 p.m., 7:00
-:Whatever It Takes: PG-13,
100 min.: 5:00 p.m., 7:15
~

\...

r

Eric Ardmore
Katie and Caroline want to
know - has anyone ever heard
the so-called "classic" a
cappella song "Chili Con
Carne?" If you are aware of its
existence, please contact us at
aqueen@brynmawr.edu
or
charth@brynmawr.edu. Thank
you.

http://biconews.haverford.edu
.
http://biconews.brynmawr.edu
An online forun1-all the articles you didn't read last ireek.

"

"

36 West Lancaster Ave, 642-2000

-Here on Earth: PG-13, 120
min.: 5:30 p.m., 7:40
-The Skulls - PG-13, 120
min.: 5:15 p.m., 7:30
\...

J
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many of the same lighthearted
touches felt in the Hollywood proStage Review duction, and even borrowed the
soundtrack for incidental music.
The 19th century Italian arias conGeoffrey W.
tributed to the sensuous atmoMelada
sphere of
:.. ~ Assistant Arts &
the play,
Living Editor
· but
the
sounds of
The course of true love never Pavarotti
did run smooth. So says Lysander were oddly
(Jenny Cohen) in the opening scene
incongruof Shakespeare's whimsical A Midous with
the play's
summer Night's Dream, brought to
~
the bi-college stage on March 24
Athenian MIDFINAUHTMU
CHAMBER.HTML
by the Shakespeare Performance
context.
This was
Group. The play about romantic
folly, which remains among
one of several slight missteps
Shakespeare's most popular works,
taken in a production that was, forinspired a recent Hollywood film
tunately, redeemed by several outstarring Kevin Kline as Bottom and
standing performances by memMichele Pfeiffer as Titania.
bers of the cast.
Director Kim Lange (BMC
Set designers Sara Ledoux
(BMC '03) and Miriam
'00) must have been inspired by the
film, as her production employed
Jankiewicz (BMC '03) deserve

Cinderella at the Philadelphia
Opera Company
Stage Review

Geoffrey W.
Melada
Assistant Arts &
Living Editor

I am quickly becoming convinced that the Philadelphia Opera
Company can do no wrong. The box
office numbers certainly support
this theory. Under new General Director Robert Driver's stewardship,
the Company's subscriptions are up
several hundred percent and performances are consistently selling out.
In recent years, I have seen the Opera Company handle tragedy and
comedy with equal facility, from the
pathos of Giordano's Andrea
Chenier to the gaiety of Denizen's
Daughter of the Regiment. Their
latest effort, Rossini's La
Cenerentola (Cinderella) is no exception.
La Cenerentola, with libretto by
Jacopo Ferretti, is based on the fairy
tale by Charles Perrault and had its
premier at Teatro Valle, Rome, on
January 25, 1817. The opera in two
acts landed in the US nine years later
at Park Theater in New York. Here,
the magical elements of the famous
Cinderella story have been jettisoned. The fairy godmother becomes Alidoro (Peter Volpe, bass),
a philosopher employed by the
Prince (Paul Austin Kelly, tenor),

who, disguised as a vagabond, receives help from Cinderella (Lucia
M. Schwartz, contralto) after being shunned by her stepsisters,
Clorinda (Sara Seglem, soprano)
and Tisbe (Laura Tucker, mezzosoprano ). Though the father of
these two debutantes plans to have
one of them marry the Prince,
Alidoro contrives to have
Cinderella become the fortunate
bride.
The opera opens with a lovely
aria for Cinderella, "Una volta
c'era un re." Two other arias for
Cinderella have special appeal: the
coloratura aria "Non piu mesta
accato al fuoco," and her closing
song, "Ah prence, io cado ai vostre
pie." The opera also boasts a hilarious huffo aria for Don
Magnifico, Cinderella's father,
"Miei rampolli," in the earliest,
opening scene.
The set design by Boyd
Ostroff was more understated
than I expected it to be, but this
was, I soon discovered, effectively put to the service of narrative. For this was not the materi a I i~tic,
self-absorbed
Cinderella found in other productions-- Sondheim's 1987
Into the Woods, for example.
Our heroine was full of compassion and true nobility, proving
that, in the words of the librettist, she was worthy of the
throne while the throne was not
worthy of her.

credit for their effective set design
here. Blending Thomas Great
Hall's imposing elegance with
sunny spots of greenery (tall trees
and flowers) was a subtle way of
demonstrating the tension between
Egean rigidity and Puckian laxity
so fundamentally registered in the
play. It is unfortunate that clumsy
audience members repeatedly
toppled the carefully distributed
flora.
Not so carefully considered
was the delivery of Shakespearean
dialogue by two members of the
cast. Although quite adept at
sword-play, Sam Cone's (HC '03)
Demetrius was otherwise lifeless,
rendering Shakespeare's poetry in
a ghastly monotone.
Leila Hull (BMC '02) (whose
name was unceremoniously
dropped from the program) played
Helena with more than enough energy to compensate for her vapid,
love interest, but her facial expres-

sions and rhythms of speech were
too contemporaneous. Director
Lange should have done more to
help Hall understand the nuances of
her character. As such, she paraded
up and down the stage like an irate
guest on an
afternoon
talk show,
Jenny
C o h e n
(BMC '02)
(Lysander),
K a t i e
Gallagher
(BMC '03) ~
MIDFINAUHTMU
(Hermia), CHAMBER.HTML
S a r a h
San borne
(BMC '03) (Theseus), Maria Taylor (BMC '02) (Hippolyta), Rebecca
Brown (BMC '03) (Egeus), Jenn
Hollinger (BMC '00) (Titania), and
Delaina Sepko (BMC '02) (Oberon)
made something solid out of their
roles, but the stand-out performances

SOMEDAY MY
PRINCE (508)
WILL COME!

TUESDAY,APRIL4TH,
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were given by Melissa Hoegler
(BMC '02) (Bottom), Joan Steiner
(BMC '03) (Snout), Liz Jones
(BMC '03) (Snug), Kate Flannery
(BMC '03) (Puck), and Tara Sluyter
(BMC '02) (Fire Fairy). Hoegler's
Bottom was, I dare say, even more
amiable than Kevin Kline's, and
Joan Steiner and Liz Jones were exceedingly funny
as
rude
mechanicals. Kate Flannery, whose
diction was clear and gorgeous,
played a mischievous Puck, and Tara
Sluyter, in her brief appearance as
the Fire Fairy, was at once mysterious and seductive.
The soft, pale lighting (Dana
Massarky's (BMC '02) design) and
charming costumes (especial Iy those
of the winged fairies), in concert
with the set design already mentioned, made A Midsummer Night's
Dream a beautiful spectacle. Indeed,
the play would have been a resounding success had it not been for a
couple disappointing performances.

TUESDAY,APRIL4TH,

1999
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Beer Drinker - Patriot

Solid Mexican Beer
Beer
Review

Welcome back, beer compatriots. This week we will explore a
beer from south of
the border. Brewed
and bottled by
Cerveceria
Cuauhtemoc
Moctezuma,
Orizaba, Veracruz,
Mexico, Dos Equis
XX Amber is an
excellent
beer
filled with interesting tradition. To
begin, Dos Equis
XX was originally
named Siglo XX
by
a German
brewmaster
in
1897. It was named
to commemorate
the coming of the
20th century, and
was then renamed
to the current Dos
Equis XX.
Upon opening
this fine beverage you will pour
it into the glass and immediately
be shocked by its dark amber

color. Honestly, I assumed that
this brew would be more of a yellow color; however, Dos Equis
proved me wrong by being a
color similar to maple syrup. The
brew creates an adequate head
and allows for an interesting
malty aroma with hints of bakery rolls.
A Vienna-style lager, Do
Equis is smooth, yet not
without ample bite and
hop character. It is
sweet on the tongue with
a light bite, and then a
floral hoppiness., followed by a refreshing
wet finish. Dos Equis is
a very enjoyable
beer to drink, as it is
both refreshing and
light, but not lacking character and
panache. At about
4.6 percent alcohol
by volume and
lightly carbonated,
it is on average with
most similar brews,
although
it's
slightly less carbonated than most of its
competitors.
The bottle design has been around for
a long time and is easily recognizable by its brown glass and
gold label sporting the distinctive

two red x 's. In between the x 's is
a small golden emblem of an
odd-looking man who could be
just a king, but the way the medal
looks, it has some resemblance
to a portrait of Jesus of Nazareth
with a beard, although I don't
think that this is intended.
Try a refreshingly clean,
smooth, yet still flavorful Dos
Equis XX Amber; it'll surprise
you like it surprised me. At an inexpensive price of between $20
and $24 a case, you really can't
go wrong when you pick up a
case of Dos Equis. So drink to
our southern neighbor, Mexico,
with a fine bottle of Dos Equis

XX Amber, and check out next
week's Bi-Co for another beer,
which I'm sure you' II enjoy.
Cheers.

The Theater Program of Bryn Mawr and Haverford Colleges presents
Howard Barker's Wounds to the Face. It plays at BMC's Goodhart theater
April 6-8, 7:30 p.m. Tickets on sale now: call (610) 5l6-52ll or email
tbeater@brynmawr.edu. It is directed by Timothy Holst and designed by

Hiroshi Iwasaki.

The Unknown Masterpiece, or, how Balzac saved me from thesis hell.
Book
Review

The dreaded time has come; my
thesis's first draft is due in a few
days, and my art minor show is
opening on Wednesday. Quite onderstandably, I am freaking out. My
thesis was something that I wanted

perfect, a tribute to what I believed
to be some kind of talent dormant
in me - it was to be a revelation. I
had an idea of the sublime and both
my thesis and artwork fall short of
it.
So for a few days now I have
been languishing in despair.
Kindly, my friends have tried to tell
me that is not that bad, that Rome
was not built in one day, and so on,
but to no avail. The general consensus was that it's only a bloody
thesis, one class, just a long, long

SHAPPENINGS
Tuesday. 414: Kimiko Hahn speaks at BMC's Thomas Great Hall. Donnelly

Women Writers series. 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 415: Latke-Hamentaschen debate. HC's Stokes auditorium.
Sponsored by JSU. 2 p.m.
Sunday, 419: Poet Glenis Redmond reads in BMC Campus Center Main
Lounge, 2 p.m.
Sunday, 419: HC's telescope will be available for use in the Strawbridge
Observatory, 8-10 p.m.
Sunday, 419: The Arboretum Office will give a tour of flowering trees and

shrubs. Leaves from Whitehead Campus Center at 2 p.m.
Through Sunday, 4116: Paris 1900, a major travelling exhibition is at the PA
Academy of the Fine Arts. Tickets $7 with ID. Located at 118 N. Broad St.,
Phi la. For more info call (215) 972-7600 or visit www.pafa.org.
Friday , 417: Three Hour Detour (Ray Ashley: Tap-guitar, vox; Joe D'Andrea
drums, vox; Helene Zisook: violin) at the Gryphon Cafe: 105 W Lancaster
Ave. Wayne, PA (610) 688-1988. Two sets with lots of cosmic jamming! Visit
ht1p:l/mars.superli11k.nerl-rayash/gigs.hrm for more info.

paper.
And then today, my dad repeated what they all had been saying, and I had a revelation. He told
me that Balzac, my big favorite,
had taken many years to write his
grand Comedie Humaine, and that
I must not be conceited enough to
believe that for me it ought to be
all fun and games.
You will ask, why the revelation? Isn't it the same as Rome being built in a day? Well, technically, yes it is, but in reality, no. You
see, what he said reminded me of a
short story/book of Balzac's that I
had read years ago.
The story I remembered was
about a great artist who spent all
his life trying to create the perfect
piece of art, and how ideas can
never be equaled by reality, and
vice versa.
Here, I thought, is a story that
might comfort others as they face
the hardships of creative life, especially my companions in pain,
who suffer the tremendous turmoil
of damned souls every time they
think of the word thesis.
So l looked into my little blue
book in which I write all the titles
of the books I have ever read, and
after a few detours I came upon it:
The Unknown Masterpiece by
Honore de Balzac.
The next time I convinced myself I deserved a break, I reread the
60 pages it is made of, and I experienced more than the reassurance
that had been brought by the message that was contained in the book

as I remembered it. I also felt great
pleasure in discovering a new richness to it.
Imagine a book whose characters are the two great painters
Nicolas Poussin and Fran\:ois

The author Honore de Balzac.

Porbus. Poussin is young and unknown, and he has just come up to
Paris from his native Normandy.
He is hesitating in front of his

see BALZAC on page 16
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Dead Prez' Lets Get Free revoices radicalism
CD
Review

•
Lp@§i'

Pedro Jose
Urquilla
Guest Writer

"Would you rather have a
Lexus or justice, a dream or some
substance, a beemer, a necklace or
freedom?" - Dead Prez, "It's Bigger Than Hip Hop."
The era of politically conscious
afro-centric hip-hop came to an end
during the early 1990s. Classic and
revolutionary groups such as Public Enemy, Boogie Down Productions, Poor Righteous Teachers,
Brand Nubian and X-Clan were
suddenly passe, as hip-hop's
newer, younger and significantly
whiter audience - still reeling from
its Vanilla Ice affiliations - grew
fascinated with the gangster ethos
and drug dealing imagery of
hardcore ghetto realism.
Former N.W.A front man Dr.
Dre characterized the status of Public Enemy era hip-hop on his 1993
release The Chronic: "Ain't no medallions, dreadlocks, and black
fists, just that gangster glare with
that gangster shit." Afro-centric
hip-hop was pronounced dead, and
its politics, ideology and revolutionary spirit were tossed aside,
along with old Malcolm X hats,
Africa medallions and worn out
Public Enemy t-shirts. The promise of revolution was simply a fad.
Seven years later, Dead Prez'
album Let's Get Free is more than
just a throwback to the revolutionary spirit of hip-hop's golden age.

At a time when hip-hop seems
more concerned with bling-bling
materialism and the continued
sexual and racial subordination of
women through the misogynist '
pimp narratives of [insert your favorite hip-hop superthug here],
Dead Prez' manifesto is more relevant or urgent than any hip-hop
release to date.
Blending revolutionary ideology with
skilled lyricism and
bangin' beats, Dead
Prez picks up the
struggle where Public
Enemy left off. In the
same manner that rapper Chuck D. introduced a generation of
· inner city radicals ~d
suburban liberals to the
teachings of Malcolm
X, Louis Farrakhan and
The Nation of Islam,
Let's Get Free pushes a
platform of community
mobilization and selfdetermination.
Musically, Let's Get
Free is an exceptional
album. The production
is consistent throughout, with eerie,
ominous and, at times, dark beats.
Most tracks are backed by relatively
sample-free compositions, with interesting and complex percussion.
With musical roots in New York
as well as in Southern style hip-hop,
Dead Prez attempts to strike a delicate balance between both aesthetics. Tracks like "It's Bigger Than Hip
Hop," with its seductive synth bass
and double-timed percussion, hold
it down for the South, while tracks
like "Assassination" and "We Want
Freedom" satisfy East Coast heads

with arrangements similar to those
of Mobb Deep or DJ Premier, artists who characterize the N.Y hiphop sound.
Carefully integrated snippets of
political speeches and dialogue set
the stage for the album, reminding
the listener of the distinctions between the hip-hop dialogue and the
larger political scope of the album.

As emcees, Dead Prez' Stic.Man
and M 1 hold their own. Although
their lyrics are less textured and complex than those of other underground
rap artists, the political realism and
relevance of their composition~
makes up for any shortcomings.
Both have distinct and sharp deliveries, which evolve and develop
throughout the album ..
Addressing a wide range of issues - including the state of public
schools, the prison industry, hip-hop,
increased respect for women and the
importance of physical and spiritual

health - each track adds to a frame
work for the comprehensive mobilization of revolutionary insurgency.
Not content to simply toss
around revolutionary rhetoric, Dead
Prez goes beyond the lip service of
many hip-hop artists, as they are
truly committed to the revolutionary ideals that they preach. As community leaders in Brooklyn, New
York, they are both
active members of the
National People's
Democratic Uhuru
Movement. In addition, they will also use
a share of the album's
proceeds to finance
their community efforts.
Hip-hop, like
much of contemporary black politics,
has resigned itself to
a middle-of-the-road
stance towards the
forces of racial subordination and economic oppression. Inclusion has replaced
revolution as the orderof the day, and the
growth of the black middle and upper class (including many of our favorite hip-hop superthugs) has distracted many Americans from the
continued existence of racial and
economic hierarchies.
The media representation of African-Americans has regressed to
Uncle Tom buffoonery, Aunt
Jemima marnmyism, the over-sexualized imagery of the black woman
and neo-mandingoism, assisted and
advanced through traditional African-American media outlets (specifically, Black Entertainment Tele-

Balzac saves the day again Chorale to perform in
honor of Rabin
BALZAC from page 15

hero's doorway, when up the stairs
comes a strange looking man, who
knocks on Porbus' door. The man
is let in by the master himself, and
Poussin, playing on the misunderstanding that he is accompanying
the other man, also enters.
In the moments that follow, the
strange looking man starts criticizing Porbus' work, and in trying to
defend his hero's work against the
man's criticism, the young artist is
forced to introduce himself. After
telling the men that he is an aspiring artist, he is asked to draw. The
man who had been criticizing the
master's work judges the quality of
Poussin's work as being worthy of
a lesson, and after getting brushes
and paints from Porbus he proceeds
in rectifying the painting that he
had been criticizing.
He corrects the painting with
such promptness and exactitude
that he leaves the young man in
awe. The three of them leave the
atelier to go to the man's house,
where Poussin becomes acquainted with the quest that the
man has embarked upon. He intends to repeat Pygm.1lion 's feat
<llld to create a piece of a11. an image of a \\ on1<1n, more real and
more perfect tlliln reality itself
This, we are told. has been the sole

occupation of the last 10 years of
his life.
The man introduced as
Frenhofer believes that this piece
is close to being achieved, and that
he only needs a real life model that
would be worthy of being compared to it to be sure of his success. Poussin believes deep
down that his lover, Gillette, is
worthy of the hidden masterpiece that he so wants to see.
He is faced with a dilemma:
does he ask his all-loving mistress to disrobe herself for another man in order to achieve
his ambitions, all at the risk of
losing her respect and her love?
In exposing such dilemmas,
this story is comparable to
other Balzac works such as Le
Pere Goriot and La Peau de
Chagrin, in which other young
men have to make decisions on
how to attain the glory and
wealth they desire.
But it also reflects on more
than that - it explores the drama
of creation and the doubt that
inhab its the creative mind and
Jeopardizes any chance of
peacefulnes-;. It i<> a short, well\\ nttcn story. and a great departure for .in introspection about
the role of crcatlon 111 one's life
_'.!!:'d h<!_£Pll~es~: - __ _

REQUIEMji-om page 8
of the children's choir in this
work was also very appealing. It
gives us a chance to reach out to
the surrounding community in a
very personal way. We have a
very active tri-college student
Hillel group that welcomes the
concert and forum as an opportunity to connect meaningfully
with people from a number of

Jewish congregations near the
college."
The theme of world peace
and conflict resolution has also
long been a central focus of
Haverford's academic curriculum, most recently with the beginning of a new Center for
Peace and Global Citizenship at
Haverford, which is organizing
the forum with Dalia RabinPelossof.

vision, urban radio, minority targeted sitcoms and films and hip-hop
music). Consequently, America's
discourse on African-Americans has
lost significance, as many of our
more radical voices have been silenced.
Let's Get Free is the re-voicing
of that radicalism. While its revolutionary platform is far from complete, Dead Prez is one of the few
black public radicals reaching and
provoking the masses. In contradistinction to many of its revolutionary
hip-hop peers, Dead Prez' message
is never compromised by sexism,
homophobia or anti-Semitism .
Hands down, this album is one of
the best pieces of revolutionary ideology since George Jackson's
Soledad Brother.
In post Columbine, post antiWTO protest, post Diallo America,
some parents and so-called community leaders will find the radical self
determination, call to arms, anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist stance of
Let's Get Free a disturbing and
frightening message. This album is
a wake up call not only for
America, but for the hip-hop nation as well.
As the only American subculture with the framework, communication channels, aesthetic
and disenfranchised population
ripe enough for revolution, leaders of the hip-hop nation must take
the responsibility for the culture and
bear the burden of social change by
reclaiming the message from those
artists who have begun to unravel 30
years of progress. Le(s Get Free is a
start to this process. The lines are
clearly drawn; it is now up to the hiphop community to decide where it
stands.

The Bi-College
News is looking for
people interested in
graphical design to
join our layout
staff For niore
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contact:
anunathew@brynmawr.edu
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Bryn Mawr lacrosse
plays tough at Seven
Sisters tournaments
Jen Gapin
Staff writer

The Bryn Mawr lacrosse
team put out a fantastic effort two
weekends ago in the annual
Seven Sisters tournament at
Mount Holyoke College in South
Hadley, Massachusetts.
Finishing 1-2 in a three game
tournament series, the scrappy
Mawrters fought tough despite
some windy and cold weather.
The team took seventh place
out of the eight teams in attendance. Other teams joining Bryn
Mawr at the tournament were
Haverford, Swarthmore, Vassar,
Wellesley, Smith, Sweet Briar,
and host Mount Holyoke.
Bright and early at nine
o'clock, Saturday morning the
Mawrters faced close rival
Vassar in the opening game. Like
the years before, Bryn Mawr's
battle against Vassar was a close
one. By the end of the first half,
Vassar lead Bryn Mawr, 8-5.
Bryn Mawr battled back hard,
managing to hold Vassar to just
five goals in the second half
while the Mawrters themselves
poured in five goals, making the
final score 13-10. The Mawrters,
again, fell just short of a win.
Nonetheless , the Mawrters
played with a lot of heart. Senior
all-time leading scorer Kana
Takahashi chipped in one goal
and four assists, while freshman
phenom Casey Cross came up
strong with four goals. Captains
Jenny Yuh and Beth Varadian
scored two and three goals respectively, with Yuh adding an
additional two assists to the point
total.
The Mawrters came off this
unsettling loss with a big win
against Sweet Briar, 16-7 , just
two hours later. Bryn Mawr
opened up the scoring in the first
few minutes with two goals by
Casey Cross. Later, Takahashi
came up big with four goals and
three assists, sophomore speedster Alyssa Bergey also scored
four goals, Beth Varadian
whipped in three goals and one
assist, while Jenny Yuh added
one goal and three assists. Katie
Martin and Ahmara Gibbons recorded their first collegiate goals
to round out the scoring.
After these two tough games,
the Mawrters retired to their hotel for the annual banquet involving all eight teams at the tournament. The banquet is a great way
for athletes to bond with each
other and meet players from the
other teams.
Freshman Ahmara Gibbons
described the experience as "a
great way for female athletes to
come together and see how far
women's athletics have come,
particularly in an all women's
educational environment." She

also stated that female athletes
were able to come together in
such a unique atmosphere because they "respect the commitment that each athlete gives to
the sport and the passion that the
women play with to get to this
level." After some good food
and conversation the teams went
to sleep in preparation for their
fifth place play-off game against
Smith College the next morning.
At 9:30 a.m. the Mawrters
faced an aggressive Smith team
with a feisty warm-up routine.
This did not seem to bother Bryn
Mawr players as they came out
and scored the first goal fairly
quickly. The goal scoring continued to move back and forth
throughout the first half, until a
lapse occurred in the intensity of
Bryn Mawr's play and Smith
answered with four consecutive
goals to take the lead at half-time
7-4. Bryn Mawr battled back
defensively to hold Smith to just
four goals in the second half, but
that wasn't enough to claim victory. Smith pulled out with an
I I -6 win. Bryn Mawr's goals
were scored by Varadian and
Bergey, with two a piece, Yuh
and Cross with one goal each.
Takahashi added three assists.
Goal scoring was only one
side to Bryn Mawr's performance at the tournament. Defense did a spectacular job, as
well. Goalie, Emily Enger, made
some outstanding saves and a
total of 38 in three games. Meanwhile, the team did a great job
of pulling together just when
they needed it.
A major highlight of the
tournament was Takahashi 's becoming the first athlete at Bryn
Mawr to score over 200 total
points in a season, 209 so far.
This is a major accomplishment
that Kana has to be proud of.
Just two weeks ago, she broke
the long standing all time leading scoring record and now
comes through with yet another
fantastic break through.
Takahashi was also named to the
All Tournament first team at
Seven Sisters.
Powerhouse Wellesley took
first in the tournament, followed
by Haverford in second, and
Swarthmore in third. With a seventh place finish, Bryn Mawr
walked off the field with heads
held high aware of their accomplishments and with high hopes
for the remainder of the season.
Reflecting upon the tournament, Captain Jenny Yuh called
it "a spring-board to demand
more for our season." Yuh
added, "Our next goal is to work
and execute powerfully as a unit
on the field starting this week in
our conference games .... All I
can say is, I know this is only
the beginning."

BMC Student Athlete Appreciation Day
Thursday, April 6
Tail-gate dinner in Schwarlz Gym starting at
4:45 p.m.
All dining halls except Rhoads will be closed.

I

John Bramlette rounds first after punching one into left field.

HC baseball drops two to Bullets,
7-0, 3-1 in doubleheader
Andrew Prazar
Staff Writer

Saturday was a disappointing
day for the Haverford men's baseball team. Facing their first Centennial Conference opponent of the
year in a doubleheader, Haverford
yielded both games, 7-0 and 3-1.
The opposing team was Gettysburg
( 13-5-1, 4-0) who combined solid
pitching with timely hitting to defeat the Fords (4-12-1, 0-2).
In the first game of the afternodn, Gettysburg got their bats
started early and scored two runs
in the first two innings off Haverford starter Jeff Lezinski. The
trouble really began, however, in
the third. After walking the first two
batters, Lezinski coaxed two easy
outs from the visiting Bullets. With
men at first and third, Gettysburg
stole second without a throw.
Gettysburg had already attempted
a double steal, so with two outs
Haverford had no intention of
throwing down to second. Lezinski

then walked the next better to load
the bases which set up the most
dramatic hit of the game, a line
drive homerun over the leftfield
wall.
When the ball came off the bat
it did not appear that it had the distance, but somehow it carried to the
top of the wall and bounced over.
Lezinski managed to make it out
of the inning without any further
trouble, but the damage had already
been done as Gettysburg now led
6-0.
In the bottom of the third, John
Odom lead off with a double to left,
but Haverford could not plate his
pinch runner, Ned Tompsett. Haverford struggled at the plate all day,
as the Gettysburg starting southpaw shutout the Fords on the day.
It seemed that if the Fords could
not get to him in the first few
pitches, he was almost unhitable.
Junior Mark Wells replaced
Lezinski in the top of the fourth and
was the lone bright spot for the
Fords in the.first game. Upon en-

tering the game he struckout the
first batter, induced a flyout to left,
surrendered a double, but retired
the final batter on a comebacker to
the mound. Wells surrendered just
one run in the fifth on a dubious
call by the umpire.
With two outs and a man on
first, Wells was called for a balk.
Wells seemed upset with the call
but the umpire indicated that he had
made an illegal move towards the
plate. When the next batter singled
to center, the runner on second easily scored the final run of the day.
Wells pitched a scoreless sixth and
seventh and exhibited a nice breaking ball which kept the Gettysburg
hitters from removing the bat from
their shoulders.
In the second game, junior Dan
Kirsh pitched well through five innings before surrendering one run in
the sixth and two in the seventh.
Unfortunately, the Fords were once
again shut down by the Gettysburg
pitching and could only manage one
run off of a Matt Genna RBI single.

HC Athletes named academic all-district
Senior soccer forward Rich
Billings and junior epee fencer Asa
Hopkins of Haverford College
have been named to the 1999-2000
GTE College Division Academic
All-District Fall/Winter At-Large
Team, released Tuesday by the
College Sports Information Directors of America. The inclusion of
the two Fords' captains/all-conference selections on the 10-man alldistrict team follows last year's atlarge selection of cross country
captain Sam Floyd '99 to the national Academic All-America®
first-team.
Billings, a senior economics
major with an academic concentration in mathematics, graduated in
1996 from East Greenwich (R.I.)
High School. The only player in
Haverford history to record 10 or
more goals in all four of his seasons, he is the Fords' all-time point
leader with 61 goals and 25 assists
for 147 points in 71 games - good
for second all-ttme in Centennial
Conference history.
Billings is a three-time. firstteam all-Centennial selection ,md
was a Division III coaches· all-region selection in 1999". He- shared

the college's Archibald Macintosh
'21 Award in l 997'as the top freshman scholar-athlete in the Class of
2000 and now tutors at-risk middle
and high school students in Philadelphia.
Billings considered the selection an "an honor and a huge surprise given the limited number of
people selected from such a large
pool of student-athletes in this
area."
Hopkins, a junior physics major from Leon High in Tallahassee, Fla., improved from third
overall last year to second-place
in epee at the Middle Atlantic
Collegiate Fencing Association
championships earlier this
month. The first-team allMACFA selection's record this
season also includes a winning
personal mark at Penn and his
team's epee victory over Duke.
The recipient of second place
in the college's Freshman Math
Prize in 1997 and a Barry M.
Goldwater Scholarship in 1999.
Hopkins has an academic concentration 111 computer science
and minors in the grov. th and
structure of cities at Brvn Mawr

He produced ultracold molecules
through laser cooling of atoms as
a research assistant at the University of Connecticut last summer.
Like Billings, Hopkins was
surprised by the selection. "It is
quite an honor, and quite a surprise," stated Hopkins. "Every
athlete al Haverford is also a
scholar, or they wouldn't be here
to start with, so it is a little weird
to be singled out for this honor."
To be nominated for the GTE/
CoSIDA Academic All-America
program, a student-athlete must
be at least a sophomore with a 3.2
cumulative grade-point average
or higher and be a starter or significant reserve on his team.
The GTE/CoSTDA Academic
All-America men's Fall/Winter
at-large teams, representing athletes who compete in cross country, fencing, gymnastics. ice
hockey. rifle. soccer. swimming,
water polo and wrestling. are
scheduled to be announced on
Tuesday. April 18.

Co111p1/ed hy John Douglas.
Sports /nfor111atio11 Dil"l'( tor and
Marc Rohen. Sports Editor.
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Eat, sleep, row, repeat: BMC crew gets into Another
the pattern over Spring Break
successful
weekend
for BMC
track

Liz King and Dora Ziambra
Guest Writers

Our trip began at 4 a.m. on Saturday, March 4, when we loaded
the Greyhound bus. Coach instructed us to get some sleep during the 16 hour bus ride to
Gainseville, Georgia. We arrived at
Shoney's Inn around 8 p.m. and
immediately began our cycle of
eating, sleeping and rowing
would not happen until the next
day.
On Sunday, our day began at
7 a.m. when we headed to Lake
Sidney Lanier, the 1996 Olympic Rowing Venue. Upon arriving at these immense facilities,
we were amazed to learn that you
could row for 24 miles in one
direction as opposed to the four
miles available to us on our own
Schuylkill River.
Immediately after practice,
we raced to the chow line at
Brennau University dining hall to

beat the Ithaca College team,
which consisted of many hungry
male athletes who devoured every morsel in sight.
After refueling with the many
needed calories, we had a mandatory nap-time. Whether we
were by the pool or in our rooms,
not one of us resisted the temptation to rest up before the second
practice of the day.
It's 3 p.m. at Lake Lanier, Part
Deux: having acquainted ourselves with the facilities that
morning, our second workout of
the day was much more intense.
We were , as coach likes to call
it, "moving to the next level." We
also participated in a race at Part
Deux 's dining hall, only this
time, the challenge involved beating the 40 massive members of
the Holy Cross men's crew.
Back at the hotel around 8
p.m.: we had relay showers (don't
ask unless you really want to
know). After cleansing, our eve-

nings were consumed by HBO or
MTV, depending on individual
preference, until we collapsed
into bed around 11 p.m.
Our. week continued in this
fashion. We became more efficient at beating the other crews
both on the water and to the
chow line and continued to eat,
sleep, row, and repeat. Wednesday night's go-kart outing, where
we shined on yet another playing surface, broke this pattern.
Okay, maybe "shined,'' isn't the
word, but we gave those Loyola
rowers and experienced gokarters a serious run for their
money!
From the 16 hour bus ride,
with no VCR/TV capacity, to
team meetings and those ever
important meal times, including
dollar ice cream cones at
McDonald's, our team grew
closer. When we arrived back at
Bryn Mawr and separated from
one another, we hardly knew

what to do without our cohorts.
While the week was physically grueling - blisters consumed our hands, lactic acid took
up permanent residence in our
muscles, and the vocal cords of
the coxswains were strained to
the max - it set the tone for the
spring racing season ahead.
Often times athletes are in
need of encouragement and support to stay focused despite pain,
fatigue, and frustration. Luckily,
we have a spectacular coach who
knows how to push us to the next
level while taking pride in the experience. She often tells us with
a smirk, "Tough conditions rµake
for tough oarswomen ... This
work is about delayed gratification for you and the whole program. It is important now to bear
down and be tough."
Every meter we pull and
weight we lift now sends the boat
a little bit farther per stroke in the
races this spring.

The Owl Cafe

Skeeter's Pizza

Athlete of the week

Athlete of the week

also a personal best. In addition
to this exceptional individual
racing, Falk helped carry the
400-meter relay team to a solid
third place finish. Keep up the
great racing!

Each week's winners will receive a certificate for the Bryn
Mawr Cafe upon presentation of this coupon.

Staff Writer

Bryn Mawr's track team
had another successful day at
the Widener/Swarthmore
meet held at Widener University Saturday. Although the
performances were not as
consistently strong as last
Saturday's, the meet was
marked by some outstanding
showings nonetheless .
In the 3000-meter run,
sophomore Kira Porton had
an amazing race, running the
first half in the same time she
ran the 1500 last week. This
great running earned her a
personal best time of 11 :29,
a whopping 68 better than her
previous PR. Elsa Heidorn
ran a smart race in the 1500
and garnered a five-second
PR with a time of 5:27. Erin
Dawson '02 , running in her
first race, and Maria Herd '02
ran PR 's in the 800.
The 400-meter relay team
and l 00-meter relay team
both improved their times,
the JOO m squad by a full second.
Participants in the field
events showed breakthrough's as well. including
freshman Katie Caldwell's
solid time of 17 .52 in the
l 00-meter high-hurdles.
Next week, the team will
be at Ursinus for the Ursinus
Invitational.

Help redesign
the Bi-Co

Krissy Falk

Sophomore Krissy Falk burst
into the spring track season
with a first place finish in the
800-me ter run at the
Swarthmore 5-Way Challenge
March 25. Her time of2:3 I was

Krissy Falk

Senior lacrosse tri-captain Ryan
Taggart scored three goals and
had an assist in Haverford\ win
over Richard Stockton last
Wednesday. He currently ranks

second on the team in scoring and
is the highest scoring midfielder
in the Centennial Conference with
15 goals and nine assists for 24
points.

Each week's winners will receive a large cheese pizza upon
presentation of this coupon at Skeeter's Pizza.

The Bi-Co is
looking for people
interested in
graphical design
to join our layout
staff. Contact
Abby Mathews at:
ammathew@bt)'nn1m1'f.ed11
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Haverford Sports Briefs
Women's
Lacrosse
Haver/ord 15,
Western Maryland

8
WESTMINSTER, Md. (April I)
- Senior Elizabeth Ames had four
goals and three assists as Haverford
(6-2, 3-0) used five unanswered
goals in the second half to remain
unbeaten in the Centennial Conference.
Junior Lily Koohdary (three assists), senior Lindsey Carey and
frosh Leigh James each tallied
twice, while seniors Elizabeth
Boissevain (assist), Cat Kim and
Abby Wellington and frosh Lou
Charkoudian (assist) and Megan
Oroszlan each scored once.
Fords sophomore Diana Hufford
made six saves in net against the
Green Terror (3-5, 1-4).

H ave1ford 19,
Muhlenberg 6
HAVERFORD (March 28)- Senior Elizabeth Ames scored eight
times and classmate Lindsey
Carey had six goals and three
assists as Haverford sco red 15
unanswe red goals agai nst Centenn ia l
Co nfe rence
r i va l
Muhl enberg.
Fres hm an Le ig h James scored
two goals and se nior Dorilon a
Rose (Lower Merion) and junior
Lily Koohd ary (Strath Have.n)
added one go al and one assi st
eac h. Se nior Abby Wellington
had a goal and class mates Elizabeth Boissevain and Cat Kim two
and one ass ists, respectively.
Frosh Lou Charkoudian had the
Fords ' other assist.
Junior Ke rry Lambert (Ridley)
scored the first and third goals for
the Mules , who scored three
goal s in a 39-second span to tie,
4-4 , with 7 : 13 left in the fir st
half.

Seven Sister's
Tournament
Mt. Holyoke, Mass.
March 25 & 26

Haverfo rd 13, Mt.
Holyoke 9
MT. HOLYOKE, Mass. - In the
first round of the Seven Sister's
Tournament Haverford handily dispatched tournament host Mt.
Holyoke. Seniors Liz Ames and
Lindsay Carey continued their impressive streak of attacking brilliance with five goals-one assist- I I
points and 2-2-6 respectively.
Frosh Leigh James, the future of
the Fords' attack, also displayed her
skill and was 3-1-7 on the day. Junior Lily Koohdary and Senior
Elizabeth Boissevain chipped in
two assists a piece for the dominant Fords. Sophomore Diana
Hufford was not tested much in the
net but came away with five saves.

Haverford 11,
Swarthmore 10
(40T)
MT. HOLYOKE, Mass. - In perhaps the most dramatic game of the
tournament, Haverford needed fo ur
overtime peri ods to beat the Garnet of arch-ri val Swarthmore. The
Fords scored the first goal of the
game but the Garnet fired back
with four unanswered goals to take
an early lead. The Fords remained
unperturbed and scored four goals
of their own to lead 5-4 at the half.
With the scored at 6-4 four the rivals traded goals until the score was
8-6. With 4:43 left the game was
10-8 Haverford but the Garnet
scored late goals at 2:35 and 1:03
to tie the score and send the game
to overtime.
In the first two non-sudden death
3:00 periods both school s were
unable to score. Indeed, after a third
sudden death overtime period, the

Council

Around the World travel, passport photos, airport
transfers, tours, language programs, work exchanges,
ISIC, backpacks, rolling duffels, & all sorts of gear,
guidebooks, railpasses, t ickets, accommodations & more

3606A Chestnut St 215·382-0343
www.counciltravel.com

score remain tied and the ancient
rivals were deadlocked. It looked
as if a fifth overtime would be need
to decide this epic struggle but Senior Li z Ames scored the game
winning goal with 1:28 left in the
fo urth overtime.
In the attack, Liz Ames managed
two goals and two assists in additi on to her game-winning-goal.
Leigh James continued to be a presence in the attack with three goals.
Lindsay Carey, the Fords' all-time
leading scorer, was 2-3-7 for the
Fords.
The win was a credit to a hardworking and solid Haverford defense, who made expert use of
checks to stem the tide of the Garnet offense. Juniors Anya
Salkowski-Bartlett and Robin
Herlands had eight and four
caused-turnovers, respectively. Seniors Leigh Leonard and Melicia
Escobar also game cup with key
defense stops and caused turnovers.
Diana Hufford, playing in goal for
the first year, rose to the occasion
with 20 saves. She was especially
clutch during overtime when she
made key saves to stonewall the
Gamet.

several stellar plays in the field for
Haverford (4-10-1 ).
Sophomore Matt Genna and junior Ned Tompsett used RBI doubles
to pl ate Popowsky, who scored
both Ford runs against the visiting
Ephs.
Thursday's game was the first
meetin g of Bl ack Sq uirr~ l and
Purple Cow nines since 199 I.

Wellesley 21,
Have1ford 15

HAVERFORD (March 26) - Senior Jeff Lezinski went the distance
to record his first complete game
of his season and career. In his first
Joss of the season, Lezinski allowed only three earned runs and
struck out five. Junior ss Chris
Huffman hit an RBI double in the
seventh to score junior co-captain
Matt Popowsky. After Popowsky
tripl ed in the nin th, H uffman
knocked him in with a sacrifice fly
fo r this second RBI of the day. Junior dh Rob Pickard batted well with
two hits on the day.

MT. HOLYOKE, Mass. -Haverford
finished the tournament with the second-place trophy after losing a hardfou gh t battle to Wellesley.
Haverford 's glorious run at the
Seven Sister's title was thwarted by
Wellesley for the third year in a row.
The Fords were down 6- 11 at the
half but battled back to tie the score
at 12- 12 with 20:00 minutes left.
Wellesley then went on a scoring
burst to win the game 2 1- 15.
Senior attackers Liz Ames and Lindsay Carey scored six goals a piece
to cement a spot on the All-Tournament time and be leading scorers in
the tournament. Senior Abby
Wellington scored a goal and Sophomore Stacey Seiferheld added two.
In the net, Sophomore Diana
Hufford came up with 15 saves.

Haverford 14, Neumann 5
HAVERFORD (March 28)- Senio r Nathan Dean went 3-for-4
with a triple and three RBis and
junior Rob Pickard drove in four
runs on 3-for-5 hitting as Haverford
pounded visiting Neumann.
Freshman Aaron Rabinowitz added
two hits including a home run to
help starter Chris Huffman record
his first win of the season.
Junior Joe Lafferty (O'Hara) was
3-for-3 with a run to lead the
Knights, who jumped out, 2-0, in
the first before yielding I 2 runs
total in the third, fourth and sixth
innings.

Gwynned Mercy 4,
Haverford 2

Softball

Dickinson 9,
Haver/ord 0 (1st)
Dickinson 4,
Haverford 2 (2nd)
Men's Lacrosse Haverford 11,
Rosemont 2
Bowdoin 17,
(Friday)
Haveiford3
HAVERFORD (March 3 1, April 1)
HAVERFORD (March 26) -Junior
Chris Anderson, Haverford 's leading scorer, scored two goals as
Bowdoin beat Haverford on Walton
Field. Frosh Tim Keating scored the
Fords' other goal and assisted one
of A nd e rson 's. Junior Dol ge
Donovan-Smith rounded out the
scoring with one assist.
In the net, Sophomore Matt Montgomery had 20 saves before making way for Junior Durell Bouchard.
Bouchard had six saves in the final
15 minutes of the game.

Baseball
Williams 13,
Haverford2
HAVERFORD (March 30) - Junior thirdbaseman Matt Popowsky
kept his season average near the
.500 mark
with two hits
in four at-bats
and
made

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $229 r. t.
Europe $169 o. w. Other world destinations
cheap.
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE PRICES, START
YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE!
Book tickets online www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.

- Freshman centerfielder Sarah
Chamovitz singled, homered and
scored both Haverford runs in the
nightcap, but the Fords (5- 14, 0-2)
were sweµt in the ir Centenni alo pe n in g ·. do ubl e heade r
by
Dickinson.
First-year Jefthander Allison Tan
allowed just one hit, struck out six
and retired 20 of24 Red Dev ils she
faced after yielding three runs to
open Game Two.,
Tan, classm.ate Sasha Brady and
senior Kristyn Linger each had two
hits in Friday 's five- inning win at
Rosemont. Tan struck out nine and
allowed just three hits, one walk
and one earned run for the victory.

Rutgers-Camden
1-13, Haverford 0-

3
University of the
Sciences 6,
Haverford 3

Attention Seniors:
Fortune 50 company hiring in
Wilmington, DE area. Call
(800) 220-2190 x 235. Leave
message for Kyle.
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PHILADELPHIA (March 28, 29)
- First-year outfielder Cri stina
Day went 2-for-3 and scored a run,
while classmates Sasha Brady (run)
and Alli son Ta n had tripl es
Wednesday at Sciences.
Tan (3-fo r-3), classmate Sarah
Chamov itz (2-for-3) and seni or
Kristyn Linger (2-for-3) scored the
runs in the nightcap Tuesday at
Ru tgers.

Women's
Tennis
Western Maryland
5, H ave1ford 4
HAVERFORD (April I)- Senior
Kaley Klanica won with classmate
Sarah Hanek, 8-6, at second
doubles and 6-3, 6-2, at fifth
singles, but Haverford fell to 7-4,
3-2 in the Centennial with the loss.
Sophomore #2 Joanna Grayer and
first-year #6 Swapna Deshpande
were straight-set singles winners
for the Fords.
Haverford 7, Johns Hopkins 2
BALTIMORE (March 30)
Sophomore Alyssa Kennedy won,
6-4, 5-7, 7-6, at first singles and
combined with classmate Joanna
Grayer for an 8-4 win at first
doubles Thursday for Haverford
(6-3, 3-1 Centennial).
Senior Kaley Klanica won 6-4, 75, at fifth singles and combined
with classmate Sarah Hanek for an
8- I win at second doubles.
Grayer (#2), soph #3 Taleen Vartan
and fros h #6 Swapna Deshpande
were straight set singles winners.

Haver/ord 9,
Muhlenberg 0
HAVERFORD (March 28 ) Sophomores Alyssa Kennedy and
Joanna Grayer won easily at first
and second singles, respectively,
and combined for an 8-1 win at first
doubles to lead Haverford (6-3, 21).

Soph #3 Taleen Vartan won 6-4, 64 in singles, while senior Sarah
Hanek won , 6-0, 6-1 , at fourth
singles and, 8-1 , at second doubles
with classmate Kaley Klanica.
Muhlenberg (2-3, 1-2) defaulted
matches at fifth and sixth singles
and third doubles.

Men's Tennis
Haverford 7,
Western Maryland

0
Johns Hopkins 4,
Haverford3
(Friday)
HAYERFORD(March 31, April l)
- Sophomore identical twins Peter and Andrew Law and classmate
Ryan Bowman led a 7-0 Haverford
(4-4, 2-2) sweep of Western Maryland with victories at first through
third singles Saturday.
On Friday, junior #4 Brian Simms
won, 7-5 , 4-6, 7-5 , while #5 Bowman and freshman #6 Trey Spencer captured close straight-set deci sion s aga in st the Blue Jay s.
Sophs George Bulman and Andrew
Law won, 8-5 , at third doubles, but
8-6 and 8-5 losses at the top two
spots cost the Fords the doubles
point and the match.

Muhlenberg 5,
Haverford 2
ALLENTOWN (Marc h 28) Sophomore #2 Andrew Law and
see HC BRIEFS on page 20
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to continue the match. In the end,
O'Hare and Washington's
Susanna Kanther were tied at five
games a piece in their tie-breaking match.
•

Gettysburg 5,
BrynMawr4
GETTYSBURG (April 1) Fourth singles, Alexis Lundeen
and
fifth
singles,
Neta
Borshansky both emerged victoriou s, (4-6, 6-2, 6-4), (6-3, 6-2).
This was Borshansky's third
straig ht win.
First doubles team, Tara Ghei and
Fiona King posted the first
doubles team win of' the season
on Saturday ( 8-1 ), while third
doubles Conley and Lundeen
also earned the team points with
their 8-3 victory.

Lacrosse
Alexis L1111dee11 'OJ takes a 1·icio11s backhand swing

BMC Sports Briefs
Tennis
Franklin and
Marshall 8, Bryn
Mawr 1
BRYN MAWR <March 26) Bryn Mawr sole w111 came from
freshmen \/eta Borshanky's fifth
singles v 1ctory over F & M's
Courtney J..'nk111s. 6-4. 6-1.

I

Washington 5,
Bryn Mawr 3
BRYN MAWR (March 31) Borshanky again came up with a
win in fifth singles play. 6-4, 60. Doubles teams. Libby O'Hare
and Bonnie Underwood (second
doubles). Brooke Conley and
Alexis Lundeen (third doubles)
posted the first wins of the sea-

son for doubles teams. O'Hare
and Underwood fought a tough
battle. extending play into tiebreaking games, 9-7, while
Conley and Lundeen won 8-6.
Both exhibition matches also
ended favorably for Bryn Mawr.
Fiona King won 6-2, 6-0 while
exhibition doubles team, Nicole
Boehner and Katie Schomaker,
finished '8-6.
O'Hare's third singles match-up
carried over into a tie-breaking
match but wasn't completed due
to a lack of daylight. Washington had already claimed victory
at this point, so there was no need

Bi-College Sports Schedule

Bryn Mawr College
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri-Sun
Sat
Sat
Sat-Sun

Lacrosse
Tennis
Lacrosse
Tennis
Crew
Track
Rugby

Haverford
Muhlenberg
Eastern
Seven Sisters
Knect Cup

Home

Away
Away
Away
Away
Richard Stockton Invitational Away
West Chester Tournament Away

4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
All Day
TBA
TBA
TBA

College of Notre
Danie 15, Bryn
Mawr 11
MARYLAND (March 30) - Bryn
Mawr came up just shy of adding a second win to their record.
Takahashi scored four goals and
handed out one assist. This raises
her all-time number of points
scored to 214, still a record high.
Takahashi is also the season's
leading scorer with 31 points as
of last Thursday.
Also coming up big in that game
was senior captain Beth
Yaradian. Yaradian scored three
goals. improving her total points
scored for the season to I 9. She
is just behind Takahashi points
total for this season.
Freshmean Casey Cross and
Alicha Rutter. sophomore Alyssa
Bergery. and senior captain
Jenny Yuh each had one goal a
piece.

Feel like your sport isn't
being covered enough?
Well, get off your heiny
and cover it.O

Bryn Mawr Sports
Editor
tposlusz@brynmawr.edu

Haverford Sports
Editor
mrobert@haverford.edu

Haverford College
Tues
Tues
Tues
Wed
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat

Women's Lacrosse
Softball
Baseball
Women's Tennis
Men's Lacrosse
Men's Tennis
Baseball
Men's Track
Women's Track

Bryn Mawr
Washington (DH)
Washington
NYU
Gettysburg
Washington
Washington
Penn Invitational
Penn Invitational

Get the coverage you
deserve.

Away
Away

4p.m.
3p.m.
Home
3:30 p.m.
Away
3:30 p.m.
Away
4p.m.
Away ' 3:30 p.m.
TBA
Away
.11 a.m.
Away
Away
lOa.m.
lOa.m.
Ursinus Invitational Away
Away
1 p.m.
Men's Tennis - Gettysburg
Home
1 p.m.
Women's Tennis Gettysburg
Home
1:30 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse
Marymount
Away
1 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse Washington
1 p.m.
Gettysburg (DH) Home
Softball
1 p.m.
Dickinson (DH) Away
Baseball

-
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HC briefs
continued
HC BRIEFS from page 19
freshman #6 Trey Spencer were
straight-set winners to take the only
points for Haverford (3-3, 1-1)
against CC foe Muhlenberg (4-0,
2-0).
Law and classmate George Bulman
won, 8-2, at third doubles, but 8-5
losses at #1 and #2 cost the Fords
the doubles point.

Women's Track
and Field
Haverford at Widener Quadrangular
CHESTER (Apr . I) - Seniors
Deirdre Disney-Hoey and Jane
Weinman were double winners for
Haverford in the unscored meet
Saturday. Disney-Hoey won the
100-meter (16.15) and 400-meter
(1:09.13) hurdles, while Weinman
won the discus ( 108-4) and outdistanced freshman teammate Alisha
Scruggs in the shot put.
Senior Heidi Creel (8-6) won the
pole vault, while first-year sprinter
Elizabeth Markham (26.84) and
sophomore Buddy Buruku (28.41)
finished 2-3 behind Swarthmore's
Imo Akpan (26.11) in the 200
meters. Fords frosh Kristin Wilson
(4:55.18) and junior Samantha
Tubman (5:06.35) went 2-3 behind
Widener's Kate L'Armand
(4:54.11) in the 1.500.
Fords frosh Megan Quill
( 11 :26.00) and Lindsay Turk
(2 I :26.2) and senior Ann Wanner
all placed third in the 3, 5 and 1OK.
respectively.

Men's Track
and Field
Haverford at Widener Quadrangular
CHESTER (A pril l ) - Sophomore Jim Steinemann (15:43.54)
and classmate Kurt Spring ( 10-6)
were the only winners among current Haverford athletes, taking the
5,000 and pole vault competition.
Fords 1999 All-American Jason
Bernstein, running unattached during his year off from college, won
the 800 in l :56.06 and 1,500 in
3:56.05 . Haverford All-American
and ' 99 graduate Ian Fraser won
the steeplechase in 9: 16. 71.
Fords sophs Matt Duques (51.00),
Chris Ward ( 1:57 .79), Ron Bossert
(4:02.66) and J.B . Haglund
(9:24.29) finished among the top
three places in the 400, 800, 1,500
and 3,000 steeplechase, respectively.

-
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Erin Forbes: no reason to die
Where are the priorities of the police and where is our outrage?

A fireside chat with
John and Wheaton

This is not an attempt to justify Forbes' actions, because ulGuest Columnist
timately they are unjustifiable.
Rather, it is a statement that the
police procedures that allow for
On Jan. 10 Erin Forbes was
such a death are repugnant. It is
shot and killed by Lower Merion
hard to believe that with all of the
Township Police Officer John
technological advances that are
Salkowski. An investigation into
perpetually flooding our society,
the incident is being conducted by
an effective way of restraining
the Philadelphia District Attorney's
people without killing them canOffice. According to the police reWheaton:
My
fellow
not be implemented. But there is Haverfordians, we 're popping
port, which has been challenged by
a general consensus that life, es- up one more time in the perspecthe Forbes family in a civil lawsuit
pecially the life of someone like tives section to give additional
filed against the Lower Merion
_ _ .....,.. Erin Forbes, is ex- particular information about
Township and its
pendable
and how this upcoming Special Plepolice department,
should be taken no nary will work.
a black man
matter what as
robbed a Sunoco
John: We know that the
A-Plus conve~~~~--... long as he poses
agenda in the Plenary packet
some danger, any you received in the mail was
nience store early
danger to the po- pretty long, so we'd like to
in the morning of
l ice.
the fatal shooting.
clarify how the plenary has been
Unlike
the
The man struck the
set up to run.
Diallo shooting
clerk behind the
Wheaton: The doors to the
that so galvanized
counter with a
Field
House will open at 6:45
anti-police sentiblunt object, took
p.m.
on
Sun. April 9. When 833
ment in New York,
$4 from the cash
the Forbes shoot- people have arrived, we will beregister and fled
ing is impossible gin with a moment of silence
the scene in a
to describe as a and then start to review the
white car. Forbes
"mistake." Erin agenda and the rules of order.
was spotted runJohn: In trying to create an
Forbes exhibited
ning red lights on
agenda,
we looked to the normal
threatening
behavCity Line Avenue
ior towards a po- operation of plenary as an exin a white car. Afl ice officer and ample. We have grouped resoter a brief chase
that officer acted, lutions that deal in similar issues
the police used a
as far as we know together to help foster discusblockade of cruisfrom the police re- sion. This agenda will be given
ers to force Forbes
port, in strict ac- over to the assembled Plenary
to stop. Officers
cordance with po- for approval and is open to
told Forbes to
lice procedure: he amendment by a majority vote.
show his hands.
Forbes then exited
shot to kill a man
his car and began
who threatened
running
at
him with bodily
Salkowski with a
harm. The ques wooden
cane
tion that must be
raised above his
asked is how have
head . Salkowski
we gotten to the
told him to stop,
point where we latook a step back
bel Erin Forbes,
and then fired a fawho stole $4 and
tal shot into
charged at a cop To the Community:
Forbes'
chest
with a stick, as an
Because the upcoming Spewhen he had come
acceptable casucial Plenary has been called "to
within four feet.
alty.
It is important Erin Forbes was fatally shot by Lower Merion Police on the morning of
Police officers modify the Code in such a way
to remember that January JO , 2000. He was 26 years-old
must have the as to enable a two-thirds majorthe facts of the poability to protect ity to vote for ratification," we
l ice statement have been chal- record to say that Officer themselves. Unfortunately, in need to think about what we
lenged in the lawsuit and a lawyer Salkowski acted correctly and in this country that probably means wish to ttccomplish in light of
for the Forbes family has said that accordance with the procedural carrying a gun. But the proce- the Code failing at the first Pleevidence will come out in court guidelines of the department, dural norms that dictate the be- nary (Article VI).
painting a very different picture of Erin Forbes should not have died havior of officers must change.
There are currently seven
the events. As a result it is difficult that night.
Officers should not take life resolutions on the table, which,
to get a clear picture of what else
There seems to be a general whenever necessary but save it according to estimations by SC,
may have happened that night.
consensus in this country that po- whenever possible.
will take a minimum of four
Erin Forbes' shooting is one of lice officers are allowed to do
If the police report is a truth- hours to get through. If indeed
a string of fatal exchanges between whatever it takes, in the words of ful account, Erin Forbes made the resolutions to be considered
white police officers and un- one police expert, to "terminate some serious mistakes on the were going to do what a Special
armed black men in the last year. a life threatening behavior." Af- morning of Jan. JO, but those Plenary is meant to do, we
Although many of the incidents ter the shooting the Lower Me- mistakes should never have car- would have no problem - that is,
have occurred in New York, the rion Police department immedi- ried a death sentence. The Lower if the resolutions were changing
Forbes incident brings the issue ately defended its actions and its Merion Police, the New York the C-0de so as to correct the
home to those living in the Phila- officers. In addition, for the last police and other forces across the problems which the Community
delphia area. There are many dif- three weeks, Lower Merion Po- country should take a long and has with the Code. Mind you,
ferences between the Forbes case lice Superintendent Joseph Daly hard look at how important it is
there are some excellent resoluand two of the widely publicized has refused to meet with family to save a life and what risks they
tions in the works right now incidents that have come out of and friends of Erin Forbes, let are willing to take to keep someNew York in the last year, the alone express his condolences for one like Forbes alive. They must but we don't see them as resolushootings of Amadou Diallo and their loss. The attitude of the de- change their approach to polic- tions that will alleviate concerns
Patrick Dorismond. Neither partment is that Erin Forbes was ing from the us vs. them atti- that were voiced at the first PleDiallo nor Dorismond had any a criminal and his death was the tude that is the norm to a genu- nary (or in general, for that matkind of weapon on their person direct result of his own actions . ine commitment to upholding ter) .
Thus, unless a good number
at the time of their deaths, and Responsibility for the shooting is the law of the land and protectneither man instigated the ex- so far removed from the man that ing the lives of all its citizens, of the resolutions are withdrawn,
change with police officers. pulled the trigger and the depart- which would make it much "le will be proposing a change
Diallo and Dorismond were ment that sanctioned the act that more difficult for a shooting to the agenda in which we will
black and as a result both were one might assume that Forbes like the one that took the life vote on the Honor Code first.
assumed to be suspects and ap- turned the gun on himself.
of Erin Forbes to happen again. Do not think of this as a way to
proached by plain-clothes officThere is no doubt that polic- New ways of restraining sus- just get out of there quicker;
ers.
ing in this country is a very dan- pects shou Id be researched and think of it as a way to have an
Officials who have seen the gerous job. Police are the guys used - stun guns or rubber bul- Honor Code. We need an Honor
surveillance tape of the A-Plus running into the burning house lets, perhaps - but they wi 11 Code in this Community - and
robbery preceding the shooting day in and day out, and as a re- only work unless communities we most likely won't have one
of Erin Forbes say that there is sult many die every year in the and police departments begin if we vote on it last at Plenary
no question that he perpetrated line of duty. But this danger does to see the death of a man like because we will have lost quothe crime, according to a report not give any officer the license Erin Forbes for what it really rum by that point. One might
by the Philadelphia Inquirer. to kill a man like Erin Forbes.is, a tragedy.
argue, "If you had faith in the

Joseph Badtke-Berkow

Thus the shooting takes on a
more "acceptable" image: a man
suspected of a crime exhibits
dangerous behavior towards a
police officer and, as a result,
was shot.
There has been little public
outcry resulting from the shooting, as compared with the rage
that has come surging to the fore
in New York. Yet despite the selfassuredness of the Lower Merion
Police Department and outside
experts that have gone on the
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SC Presidents John Silson and
Wheaton Little preview Haver/ord's
Special Plenary to be held April 9 at
7p.m. in the Field House
Wheaton: We've heard some
confusion in the past few days
as to whether the resolution on
the structure of the Honor Code
means a new Honor Code. We
would like to clarify that it is a
resolution, and that even if it is
passed, the Honor Code has not
been ratified. The ratification of
the Honor Code will occur at the
end of the resolution presentations.
John: We encourage you to
start thinking about Plenary - it's
in less than a week and weeks
tend to go by quickly when
you're busy. We'd like to invite
everyone to the informal discussions during dinner in the DC
every day this week. There will
be no 'formal meeting guilt,'
which occurs when you feel like
you should stay, but really don't
want to. Come and go as you
please. We'll have some music
and candy.
Wheaton: Again , if you've
got any questions or thoughts,
please
e-mail
us
at
sc@haverford.edu.

Letter to the Editor
Thoughts on Plenary
Community that they truly embraced the Code, then you
wouldn't do this. You would
trust that they'd stay." That
sounds great, but people also
have to keep up with the academics
and
other
extracurriculars. That weekend
and thereabouts, there is a diversity training for Customspeople,
theses are due, papers are due as
always - and besides that,
people need a little sleep. Finishing up at 1 a.m. probably isn't
what most people have in mind
walking through the door.
There have been some excel lent discussions over the past
few weeks concerning Plenary
and the Honor Code, and how
we as a Community view its role
in our lives at this school. We
acknowledge that people have
put in incredible amounts of
time into their resolutions and to
the discussions in general - but
isn't that exactly what we are
charged to do in the Honor
Code? Engaging in dialogue is
one of those things we talk about
- and now we have seen it. We
aren't trying to stifle discussion
in our proposition; we believe
that the Community not only
needs but wants an Honor Code.
This is a way in which we think
we can achieve that end.
If you have questions or
comments, please contact us.
We 're ready to talk, listen, or
watch you flip us the bird.
Thank you,
M. Scott Burau HC '02
Michael Ranen HC '00
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letters TO THE
THE PERSPECTIVES EDITORS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL
SUBMISSIONS FOR LENGTH, CLARITY AND CONTENT. LETTERS

biconews@haverford.edu

To the bi-co
connoisseurs of beer
Student takes on Arts section Patriot
I was horrified and greatly
concerned by the last installment of " Sean Armour, Beer
Drinker, Patriot. " I usually
don ' t read his columns, but, in
his last column , he hit a patriotic nerve of my own, and I had
to read on. Mr. Armour's choice
of the week was Blanch de
Chambly, or as we know it in
Quebec, "Chateaux du Gas Station."
Growing up in Canada, I
was introduced to alcoholic
beverages at an age much
younger than most of my
American peers. Since, in my
early days, we had no money
and we looked our meager age
(it was always great when one
of my male friends ' voices
would crack when he would
say, "Of course I'm 18! I must
have forgotten my I.D. in my
Lexus!"), we could only drink
the lowest of the low in terms
of beer.

And what were we drinking? Yes, Bab/ Duck and
Blanch de Chambly. Ah , those
days of buying beer at the Esso.
But I digress; l would urge
all sensible beer drinkers not to
waste. your money on the
degalasse Blanch de Cl\ambly,
brewed from the toxic green
murky waters of the St.
Lawrence. It is on a par with
horse wee-wee. (Remember that
episode of "The Simpsons" when
the fish had three eyes?) Secondly,
I don't like anyone ragging on
Molson or Labatts breweries. It
may not be a true pils or heffe
Weisen, but we try our best.
Frankly, there is a reason for the
joke: What do American beer and
making love in a canoe have in
common?
They are both f*&%$&#close
to water.
Caroline Drucker,
Drinker, Patriot.

TUESDAY, APRIL 4TH,

Beer

his backing for the policy of moderator accuse the Jews of
forced conversion. As Richard mass murder of Germans durWest, noted biographer of Tito, ing the Holocaust. NevertheThe news that the Vatican declares: "The one man with less, such parallel statements
' has recently made a wave of the authority to put a stop to the are being repeatedly made
apologies to the world's Jews is Ustasha terror, the Archbishop about the Serbs.
not surprising. Jewish individu- of Zagreb Alojzie Stepinac,
If it were motives of guilt
als continue to hold significant continued to give both public that have driven the Vatican to
positions of status in the inter- and private support to Pavelic these overtures, the Vatican
national community, their influ- and his regime."
would do well to start acknowlence in America remains very
What is the present position edging its key role in the atrocistrong, and the nation of Israel of the Vatican with regard to ties in the Balkans. U nfortuhas found its niche as an inte- Cardinal Stepinac and to the nately, this is not the case. In
gral part of the world economy. role of the Catholic Church in Yugoslavia, murder and genoFor the Vatican, establishing the Balkan genocide? Accord- cide were not just overlooked
better relations with this group ing to Pope John Paul II , but vociferously supported by
is politically advantageous.
Stepinac "was a man of intrepid the Croatian Catholic Church 's
The Serbs are a nation with courage, the Cardinal remained key members. Even more terwhich, in the present interna- constant in hi s adherence to the rible, members of the hierarchy
tional situation, it is not strate- Gospel and loyalty to the Ap- actively participated in the killgic to ask for forgiveness. But ostolic Chair." In many other ings themselves.
regardless of the Serbs ' new utterances the pope has supBut unfortunately for the
role in our political vocabulary ported the canonization of Serbs (and perhaps, fortunately
as the arbitrarily ascribed en- Stepinac, and in 1994 he visited for the Vatican), they are of no
emy (quickly replacing Iraq), his tomb in Zagreb. To John importance on the internathey deserve an examination Paul II, Stepinac was "the for- tional scene. In fact, regardinto their history. Such research tress of the Church amongst less of what occurred, any
will show that they were sub- Croats," and its "most illustri- overtures to Serbian commuject to one of the greatest injus- ous figure ... from a long se- nities would be looked upon
tices in the history of modern ries of men and women who ex- unfavorably by the Western
man.
pressed themselves by living nations; the nation of Serbia
At the center of this horror Christian virtues."
cannot be allowed to have any
lies the Catholic Church.
Had the same been said of a sympathy. Any positive pub. Whereas in the Jewish Holo- well-known sympathizer of lic relations for this nation
caust of 1941-1945 the Vatican Hitler and the Nazis the world potentially weaken the Westand high members of the Catho- would be in uproar. In the case ern media's monopolistic conlic Church were guilty of con- of Stepinac, however, much of trol on Balkan issues. Any
tinued silence while in full the world has conveniently dis- examination of the past
knowledge of the atrocities, and regarded this forgettable page threatens to expose the
of tacit compliance with Nazi in human history. The lack of media's historical manipulaauthorities, they were respon- historical discipline has become tion, and its numerous (and
sible for far more in the Balkan ' so pervasive in the Western carefully-planned?) overgenocide of the same era.
media that it is now unjust.
sights.
During World War II, the
The past victimization of
This injustice is clear
Croatian
Fascist
Party through claims that World War Serbia must be minimized .
(Ustasha), in conjunction with I was the product of Serbian ex- That is the rhetoric of the
Yugoslavia's Nazi occupiers, pansionism, thus "proving" present political situation. It
embarked on a campaign of Serbia an inherently militaris- is a vocabulary of humanitarimass murder. Included in the tic nation , for example, and that anism
shrouding
the
selection were the typical Nazi World War II witnessed the realpolitik that the Vatican
"enemies" such as Jews, Gyp- mass murder of Croats and and the liberal democracies of
sies and Communists. But re- Bosnians by Serbs. Perhaps this the West employ when it
markably, in the Balkans, the is just a matter of ignorance. Or, comes to dealing with the
Eastern Orthodox Serbs com- maybe, simply poor editing. atrocities of history. As a reprised the largest single group But the fact remains that these sult we see how the Vatican
exterminated. Jasenovac, lo- mistakes are simply inexcus- has done well to avoid such an
cated in Croatia and the third able. I have never heard a CNN unnecessary overture.
largest death camp in all Europe, was the largest site for the
implementation of this genocide.
Here, the genocide was not
just carried out by German officials , but was run almost exclusively by the Croatians
themselves. Local Franciscan
monks took part in the killings
as well. A famous example is
Father Miroslav FilipovicMajstorovic, known without affection to inmates as "Brother
Devil. " There was no gas chamber at Jasenovac. Here, the murderers,
who
included
Franciscan monks, killed
through hanging, shooting and
beating to death: what
Majstorovic referred to with
Christian elo9uence as "slaughContact Janet at jbunde@haverford.edu
tering."
The Croatian Catholic
or Sarah at snoreika@brynrnawr.edu
Church went beyond the silent
about
acquiescence of other institutions to fully embrace the genoperspectives submissions, or send letters
cide. Not just the Franciscan
to the editor to biconews@haverford.edu
order, but also church officials
by Friday for Tuesday publication.
at the highest levels, supported
the mass murder. The church legitimized the Ustasha admini sSubmissions welcome from all readers. See staff
tration and its leader Anto n
box for fu rther contact information.
Pavelic .
Cardinal Stepinac, the highest-ranking Catholic 1n the
Balkans, was especially supportive of the regime. He de
fended the Croatian Fascist
State to Pius XII himself. ,md
in letters left behind. showed
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Catholic Church's lack of apology for
Balkan atrocities is unpardonable
•

Brad Klapper
Guest Columnist
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Put it in the Bi-Co News, and students, parents, alumni, specs, faculty, staff, administrators and trustees will see it.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The below column, received through U-WIRE from the March 31 lndiana Statesman oflndiana
State University, applies a conservative religious and political view to American relations with Taiwan. Given Taiwan's
recent presidential election, it offers a provocative approach to relations between the U.S., Taiwan and China.
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Real v. ideal numbers
The practical versus the applicable: this is the phrase that characterizes the values tug-of-war involving student government at Haverlord
and Bryn Mawr. This intellectual disagreement- between students who
seek to follow the letter of the Honor Code and those who seek to broaden
the interpretations of the same document - is at the heart of our bi-co
community. Curiously, such a complex system sometimes boils down
to numbers, at least when it comes to plenaries.
In fact, it is numbers that indeed appear to propel the formal proceedings of plenary. At Bryn Mawr the annual Plenary session calls for
precisely one-third of the undergraduate student body to assemble in
Thomas Great Hall. This year's Plenary carried the "magic number" of
394. The entire existence of Bryn Mawr self-government and the Bryn
Mawr Honor Code depended upon fewer than 400 of more than 1200
students to demonstrate visible commitment to it.
In this sense, the continuation of the civic community at Bryn Mawr
depends upon that proactive fraction of the student body to set the.tone
for school policy. As Bryn Mawr 's Honor Code states, "we recreate the
community through our participation," and the participants, however
limited in number, determine the outward character of the college.
At Haverlord mathematics maintains a similar role in student government. The concept of quorum also applies to plenaries, with a required attendance rate of 40 percent at the bi-annual plenaries and, at
Special Plenaries, such as the one scheduled for next Sunday, an impressive 75 percent. Having this tangible show of support is what the
Haverlord Honor Code intends in promoting "our collective concern
for the maintenance of the community standards reflected in the Code."
What makes turnouts of 75 percent impressive at Haverlord, and
quorums of one-third notable at Bryn Mawr, is a particular element in
our college community. It is our feeling of being impressed, and perhaps surprised, that there is a significant number of students who care
enough to uphold the civic life that buttresses both academic and social
life at our colleges.
In order to uphold that civic aspect of the bi-co, and in order to establish some standards of participation, we pledge ourselves to attendance requirements for our respective plenaries. Because the standard
at Bryn Mawr is one-third of the student body, we impress ourselves by
turning up in a mass of one-third of the college's undergraduates. At
Haverlord we congratulate ourselves by turning out in groups representing 40 percent of the student body. What would happen, however, if
we raised the bar for and showed up in groups of 900 instead of 400?
What would take place if we heightened our own expectations?
It is certain that, having experienced the first successful Plenary in a
number of years, Bryn Mawr still needs the impetus provided by a requirement of quorum, and having just decided against ratifying the Honor
Code, Haverford benefits such a requirement and the guaranteed levels
of participation that such a requirement encourages at a Special Plenary.
Yet, rather than bask in the numbers that we achieved this year numbers surpassing quorum at both of the plenaries held this spring we must question how students could become more interested in student government, and how quorums, plenaries and formalities of government pertain to that end. It is commendable that Bryn Mawr achieved
quorum in record time this year. Next year, however, let's hope that
many more than that one-third attend for the entire duration of the Plenary session. Next week at Haverford, let's hope that students attend the
Special Plenary in numbers that demonstrate their understanding of the
serious nature of the situation.
Perhaps the resolutions to abolish quorum, and to make Plenary attendance mandatory, are not what we need to invigorate Plenary with
productive discussion. We can only decide that, however, if we give the
Special Plenary our full attention. In the end, the question posed by
those amendments - a question of how we can quantify student participation in self-government - is answered by attending according to our
convictions, not according to the numbers.

dealing with China
and watch Communism swallow up
another country?
So I was thinking about the
Yes, we could. But the diploAmerican dream. When we were
matic maneuvering needed will rekids, most ofus heard from our parquire someone with more skill than
en ts that if we just tried hard enough
any man or woman I' ve seen in the
in school and kept our noses clean,
current administration , including Al
we could all grow up to be anything
Gore. And as yet, we don 't know
we wanted to be: business owners,
where George W. Bush stands on the
baseball players, Iaw,yers, teachers
·'One China policy," or much of anyor even President of the United
thing else, forthat matter. And while
States.
we diddl e around talking about
There is that hope instilled in all
who 's the most con servative and
American children that they can
who supports which tax cuts, a tiny
build their own existences. This is
democracy on the other side of the
founded upon the idea put forth in
world is calling out for a savior.
the Declaration of Independence,
I won't say God has called us to
which states, "We hold these truths
save Taiwan. I really doubt the good
to be self-evident: that all men are
Lord gives two hoots in hell whether
created equal..." and so on.
a country is communist or demoAs Americans, though, we forcratic. But I do know that the huget that not everyone has that promman rights records in China are not
ise. Take for instance the people in
in line with our standards, or His.
Taiwan. These people hold elecThe government all but forces
tions, and basically exist in a funcwomen to terminate all pregnancies
tional democracy. However, Comafter their first, so as to control popumunist China insists that Taiwan's
lation. We have all seen the video of
true place is under Chinese authorthe Tienneman Square massacre
ity, headquartered in Beijing.
time and time again. The wife of
China opposes Taiwan's desire
Taiwan's own president was run
to have a seat in the United Nations
over repeatedly by a truck, presumas a sovereign state. They have
ably driven by a Communist sympromised to invade the island napathizer, and left partially paralyzed.
tion if it declares its independence.
Why have we allied ourselves with
Basically, they have given Taiwan
these people?
an ultimatum demanding that they
Thomas Jefferson said, "I have
peacefully submit to the authority
sworn upon the altar of God, eternal
of the government of Communist
hostility against all forms of tyranny
China.
over the mind of man." I think our
There was a day in this country
country and our new president,
when America would have stood
whether Gore or Bush, need to swear
behind a democracy like Taiwan.
Jefferson's oath, because when it
There was a day when a country
comes right down to it, we don't
like Taiwan could look to the
believe in democracy anymore, or
United States as a big
even capitalism. We pay
brother and depend
our taxes and let the govupon us to defend them,
HOW IS TAIWAN ANY DIFFERENT
emment run itself. But I,
-if not with war then at
for one, believe that ours
least with words.
is still the greatest nation
; That day is long past.
men, the ineptitude of the Johnson on earth, and that every child everyWoodrow Wilson, the idealistic and Nixon administrations lost the where ought to be born with the
Democrat who ushered in the age war. The United States cannot af- promise of freedom and that everof prohibition, announced the U.S. ford another embarrassment like elusive hope that if they work hard
entrance into World War I as an ef- that, nor are we willing to sacri- and live honestly, they can achieve
fort to make the world "safe for fice our fighting men for a mean- the American dream. Even though
democracy." We all remember ingless war.
wecan'tguaranteethisforeveryone,
Ronald Reagan standing in Berlin
But couldn't we stand up for right now we can help Taiwan prein 1987 and demanding in his best Taiwan in diplomatic situations? serve that dream.
actor's voice, "Mr. Gorbachev, tear Couldn't our ambassadors encourAnd if we have to cross China to
down this wall!" Then, not too age China to leave Taiwan alone? stand for one of the basic principles
many years later, I remember Couldn't we stand up for the tiny of our existence, then so be it. Othwatching the United States and its democracy on the floor of the erwise, let's adjust our creed to fit
allies win the Gulf War, under the United Nations? Couldn 't we do our cowardice: all Americans are
leadership of men like George something Besides tum our backs created equal.
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Corrections for March 28
The pho to for the a rticle abo ut speake rs o n Guate m a la ( page I) lacked a pho to credit.
It s ho uld have bee n a ttributed to Eliza be th O stberg .
Also. the panelists in the photo were no t identified . They were. from left 16 right .
Huge Byrnes (standing). Eduardo St e in . Maurici o Valdez and Andres Zapata; Andre w
Russell , Rosario Pu , Humbert o Pre ti . Rcniesc Coo l.. and Juli o Balconi.
Due to editing error, the pho tographs o n page 3 were no t c redited . The photo for the
sex s urvey article was taken by Jess Rosenzwe ig: the phot o for the article on thefts in
Pc m East was taken by Rac hd Fish .
Due to editing o vers ig ht there was no capti o n g iven for the picture with the article
" The man y treasures o f the Philadelphi a Art Mw.e unf' (page I 0). The pho to was of the
Eas t Entrance of the museum . The architecture is Zant1inger. fro m 1919-28. by Trumbauer
a nd Bo ric.
The arts revie w o f the Phyllis Wade presentati o n (page 11 ) was witho ut a by line. It
was writte n by Nicole Fo ulke, Arts Edit o r.
In the edito rial " Racial profiling. fearin g differences" (page. 19 ) a name was incomple te. The full name o f the second man !..illed by police is Patrick Do rismond.

For more discussion and information on selfgovernment log onto the Bi-Co News site
http://biconews.brynmawr.edu

Bush, Colin Powell and Norman
Schwarzkopf. What were we doing there? We were protecting our
oil interests and defending Kuwait
from a tyrannical Saddam
Hussein. (How is Taiwan any different?) Now, 85 years after World
War I, 13 years after the Reagan
speech and nine years after the
Gulf War, the Clinton Administration stands whole-heartedly behind Communist China. I could
fling some accusations here about
defense secrets and espionage, but
I'll control myself.
But why are we supporting
China?Well, for starters, our current trade policy with China is a
pretty sweet deal. We've given
them Most Favored Nation status
for trade, and although I'm not an
economist, I'd say that pans out to
a pretty nice set-up for our economic advancement.
Second, let's face it, China is
huge. I know their military ca pabilities are at least rumored to be
sub-standard, but my God, there
are billions of them. Their land
size is huge, too.
Even if this doesn't pose a military threat to us (we all know that
man-to-man combat is all but obsolete these days), the number of
Chinese civilians that would be
hurt or killed in a military engagement would be astronomical. So
yes, we want to avoid conflict at
all possible costs.
Third, we look back to Vietnam
and see our past success with fighting Communism. That war
stretched across two decades, and
despite the valor of our combat

By Levi Harris
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BMC Seniors Unable
. to Graduate
Requirement Rules Changed; No One Notified
BY ZONKER HARRIS

in requirements affe;;tmg Hryn
Mawr's class of !fJ9 l wi.IJ ha\e no
tffect on Haverford' s senior c l.a~s.
which wL~ graduate on time this
May. Students from holh colleges
expressed dismay at the st•dclt'n
change.
In actctftion, some seniors forced
to return wiil be unable to do so
because
o'f
financial

To ihc shock :.ind amazement
of tl 1.c Bryn .Mawr class of '91 it
was revealed this morning that due
•.o thi:. change in requirements after
their freshman year, the entire class
is ineligible for graduation this
spring and will have to (etum in the
fall to make up the necessary
classes.
It is unclear at
this time why the
new requirements
were not made
pu!Jlic .. fn order to
graduate with the
classo('92, thisyear'sseniorswill considerations. According to a
have to obtain three additional gym memo released la<;t Wednesday
crcd its and will ha vc to have taken from the Business Office, Bryn
at least one class from each .tv!awr has created a work study
department in order Lo graduate.
program for returning senior~. who
Bryn Mawr President Mary will spend an extra year earning
Patterson McPherson expressed · their degrees;and who will receive
sorrow :.ind regret that the new the degree from either West Chester
rcq uircments were not made clearer University, Eastern College, or
tothcclassof'91. "It'sunfortunaic Rosemont College, instead ofBryn
that no one had their eyes open to Mawr.
spot tl1is [probleml sooner. Even
"It is unfortunate that there is
more unfortunate is tl1e fact th<it at not enough financial aid available
this point there is nothing we can to accommodate for this unforeseen
do about it," she said .. The. change event," the memo stated.

"However, this compronusc
presents a rcasonablcJndpleasing
solution for :.ill parties mvclvcct. A
degree from any of the pl:.in·s
institutions is, we feel, comparable
to a dcgrtc from Bryn Mawr
College."
McPherson added that tlus
mistake will make incredible
demands on the college to house
the
returning
second
year
seniors. "In truth,
we don't have tl1e
space to house
these students,"
she said. "We are
currently investigating the
possibility of setting up a tent city
or some sort of prc-fab structure,
like the addition to Cartref, which
will be located or ~krion Green."
Ironically enough, this housing will
be located within the tree-lined
confines of Senior Row.
Besides the housing problem,
McPherson expressed an additional
embarrassment - the shame of
having to cancel commencement
exercises. "We're going to need a
giant napkin to wipe the egg off
our face for this one," she quipped.

Mary Pat: "It's a horrible mistake:
There'll be hell to pay •... "

It's shock.mg, but true. llaverford President Thomas Kessinger owns
a suu, albeit an old one. Photo courtesy ofthe Smithsonian Institution.

Suit Discovered in
Kessinger's Closet
BY GJmRGIO ARMANI
Jfrvcrf0rd's administration
was rocked by scandal last wcclca<>
it was revealed that President
Thomas Kessinger owns a s\1il.
"lean't believe it," Dean of the
College Matthews Hamabata said.
"I never though Tom was capable
of such a thing. It's shocking. I
might have done something more
with it, however ... like a nice
paisley kerchief· in the breast
pocket."
Dean Randy Milden concurred.
"I've known Tom for quite a while,
and I'm, !rankly, sort of
irn;redulous. It looks :ike Matt
r.ngl•t nave lost his corncrir.g of
the fo >h.....1 r.1arkct here."
Tl'c l'i.;c..ivery was made
inadvertently by an unidentified
person, who was found leaving
Kcssinger's residence at I College
Circle. Security Officer Brown
accosted the person, who was
carrying a large box and dragging
awagonbehindhim. "Isaid, 'what
arc you doing here?"' Brown told
The Bi-College News.. "Then I
saw the suit. 'Did you get this in
his closet?' I asked the guy. I
picked it up and was staring at it
when the suspect fled. I'm still so
mortified at the fact that Kessinger
owns a suit that I' veforgotten what
the suspect looked like."
Brown took the suit and other
items left by the thief to the security
building. Director of Safety and
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Customsperson "gets
busy" with her own
first-year students.
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Security Glenn Nonnile took over
the case. "Iordered the other items
fa television.VCR, andeil!h~ nehru
jackets] sent back to Kessinger's
residence," Nonnile said. "But I
confiscated the suit. The fact that
it existed was JUSt too much to be
kept hidden from the students."
Normite called an emergency
meeting of all administrators,
excepting Kessinger, who was in
Hawaii at an alumni event. "We
examined the evidence, and knew
we had to act on what we had,"
Normile said.
The brown wool doublebreasted suit, with a J.C. Penney
label. is thought to have been
purchased by Kessinger for his
}faverford·gralluat.on .n 1910. It
wM described by Mary Louise
AI'en, Director of Eighth
Dimension, a<> "not very nice, but
o.k." Allen added, "When I saw it,
I knew this was an opportunity I
had to take advantage of. I mean,
I don 'tthink he'll be able to fit into
it He's not the spry football player
he once was." Allen conferred
with Vice President of Finance G.
Richard Wynn, and the two
presented a plan to the
administration to sell the suit. The
profits from the sale of the suit,
which will be auctioned at this
year's commencement, will go into
the endowment, and are expected
to finance completely the
construction of the new Campus
Center.

Photos.
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Campus Center To Sit Atop Pond Site
:c;t'll · ...:bfl ..

RY DONALD MALLARD
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In an effort to move college
activity closer to Lancaster
A venue. current plans to locate the
new campus center on the Rugby
Pitch have been scmppcd. Instead,
the new building wm be located on
top of the existing Duck Pond.
The architect's plans include
draining the pond, and filling it in
with lan<l to create a nice, open
space. Environmental Action is
plannng " ''boat-out" to protest
and prevent the eliminauon of the
dude ponJ. ~n a statement from
Environmental Action on vaxnotes,
the group says it will "take every Jlaverford's serene Duck Pond wilt soon be no longer wet The latest
boat in greater Philly, and put it in Campus Center blueprints call for the draining of the largest bacterja
the pond. Then we intend to sit out culture on campus. Photo by Jacques Cousteau.
there [on the boatS] until these plans
Robin Doan, director of housing, to spell the word "center" the
arc changed."
In addressing the community plans that "the buildings will be traditional American way. or to
on this issue, President Kessinger cleared to make way for a new set spell it "centre," the way it is seen
responded, "I hate going up the of dorms called T.P.O."f., which on some of our newer
stands for That Place Out There." establishments.
steps of F,ounders and stepping in
The planning firm oflnn, Konn
you-know-what every day." Doan plans to tum the apartments into
a
"Wizard
of
Oz-land.
Well,"
&
Sistent
claims that it will not be
Moreover, North Dorins residents
frequently complain about duck says Doan," we can re-use the abletoprintasignwithoutthe"e."
"Wejustdon't have ihc flexibility,"
noiscsatearlyhoursofthcmoming. bricks!"
All year long, the plans for the claimed their chief architect.
With the new campus center
The administration is planning
being located on the duck pond, new Haverford Campus Center
have
been
generating
controversy.
an
emergency
meeting to be held
one wonders what will happen to
the Haverford Park Apartments. Sinceiisplanningin 1989,studcnts in Stokes next week to address
atHavcrford have never been quite student concems about the new
able to sec eye to eye on the issue location.
The administration
the news we'<:ould scrounge up"
of how the center should be built. expects student~ to bring their
Foremost
on
th(; dinnerstothcmarathon,c1ght hour
Three Season's to resume
Bryn Mawr bookstore
administration's list of concemq is question-and-answer period. At
$1 beer policy under new
the spelling. President KeS5mgcr thistirie,thearchitccturalfirmwill
to eru:! sale of
stated, "We live in turbulenttimcs. reveal their final plans for the
mahagement.
cigarettes.
The issue of [proper) spelling is campus center, and everyone in
always at tl1e front of everybody's attendance will get a coupon for a
-page 13
-page8
mind." Thcdcbateisoverwhether free Skecter's pizza.
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